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--“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
VOL. VI. WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1835. NO. 8.
OEOROE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
humility.
The bird that soars on highest wing,
Builds on the ground her lowly nest;
And she that doth most sweetly sing.
Sings in the shade when all things rest:
—In lark and nightingale we see
What honour hath humility.
Wlien Mary chose “the better part,”
She meekly sat at Jesus* feet;
And Lydia’s gently opened heart
Was made for God’s own temple meet;
—Fairest and best adorned is she,
Whose clothing is humility.
The saint that wears heaven’s brightest crown, 
In deepest adoration bends;
The weight of Glory bows him down,
Then most when most his soul ascends;
_ Nearest the throne itself must he
The footstool of humility.—Montgomery.
S E L F-E X A M I N AT 10 N;
OR 365 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY 
IN THE YEAR.
DECEMBER.
9. Do 1 remember that vain repetitions in prayer are 
idle words for which I must give an account? (Matt. xii. 
36.)
10. While I disclaim all title to praise, do I still feel a 
secret self-satisfaction when it. is bestowed?
11. Am I careful not to put stumbling-blocks in my 
brother’s way ? (Rom. xiv. 14.)
12. Have I, in sickness, exercised that patience I have in 
health recommended to others?
23. Do I interfere with the duties of others from indis­
creet zeal, rather than consider and confine myself to what 
is my duty?
14. Have I learnt to mourn over the iniquity of my ho­
ly things? (Exodus xxviii. 38.)
15. Do not my omissions of duty arise from a disinclin­
ed heart TaVucr than want of time?
THE OBSERVER.
From the Christian Witness.
WHAT A MINISTER CAN DO.
Your last paper, Mr. Editor, contained an ar­
ticle from the Religious Magazine, headed with 
the inquiry “Cana minister do every thing?” 
written by “A Minister,” by way of expostula­
tion and remonstrance against the exorbitant 
claims made by some upon their clergymen. It 
has led me to think of some things that a min­
ister can do, without being over-worked, which 
may greatly profit the people of bis charge.
Jt is admitted that his main business is to 
preach the Gospel. But this he may do in 
other places than the pulpit. Whenever he 
meets a parishioner, he may say something to 
him which shall remind him of God and the life 
to come; may speak a word of the goodness, 
or the power, or the holiness of his Creator ; or 
of the love of his Redeemer and Sanctifyer; 
or may ask him, in the spirit of kind solicitude, 
after the health of his soul. It is true, the min­
ister must study; but then, to read, is not al­
ways to study; nor is study confined to books. 
Much profitable study may he pursued by con­
versation and discussion; nay, his own mind, 
may he enkindled, and vigorous conceptions 
formed, by talking out the subject to a person 
who is merely an attentive hearer. Men are to 
he studied, as well as hooks ; and as to “ keep­
ing up with the literature of the day,” he must 
be careful that a love of literary pleasures does 
not come over him in the shape of this duty.— 
It is also true that he must visit the people of 
his charge. But /row visit them? He need 
not dine out. it costs him much precious time 
and does no one any good. The social board 
is no place for a clergyman. The gospel is not 
not preached there. Every dining party will 
cost him three hours; in which time he might 
have taken an hour's exercise, and visited three 
families in a manner purely pastoral,—refresh­
ing his own spirit with the blessedness which 
consists in giving rather than in receiving— 
The minister should never be associated in the 
memory or imagination of bis parishioner, with 
a good story, or a joke; nor with any thing else 
which it would be improper or unprofitable to 
remember in the house of God. His visits 
should be strictly pastoral; and he should speak 
to his people of the things of eternity. But 
would you not have him take a kind and friend­
ly interest in their temporal affairs? Yes; if 
they are “in trouble, sorrow, need, sickness, or 
any other adversary and so far as to sympa­
thize with them, relieve them, and assist them 
rightly to improve the affliction. Beyond this, 
it is apt to become mere gossip; unless when 
employed as the occasion of calling their atten­
tion to better things.
But when is he to write his sermons? First 
let us settle how many must be written at all. 
One a week, I suppose all will agree, he may 
be allowed to write, and may findtimeto write, 
and yet perform a full share of other duties.— 
How many clergymen arc there, who have been 
three years in the ministry, whose stock of 
original sermons is equal in number to the weeks 
which have elapsed since their ordination? It 
was the opinion of a late dissenting minister in 
this State, and a working man too, that no man 
ought to think of composing more than three 
hundred sermons, however long his ministry, 
except those properly occasion.—After this, he 
need only recast and improve his materials on 
hand. Expository preaching, for half the day 
at least, is always most acceptable and useful 
to the great body of the people: and it is said 
to cost much less labour than a regularly con­
structed discourse on a particular theme.__
Besides, why should not the minister learn to 
extemporize, as well as the lawyer? It is a
habit acquired, like all others, by practice__
Why cannot the one learn as easily to deliver a 
sermon from a skeleton prepared to his hand, 
as the other to make a speech from a brief?— 
Such a habit once acquired, is invaluable; as an 
hour’s preparation will generally suffice for a 
sermon on any ordinary occasion.
It is also true that the minister is expected in 
some sort, to be at the head of the religious en­
terprises in his parish; but then he need not be 
at both ends of every thing. For instance, he 
must superintend the instruction in his Sunday 
school. Wherever the minister neglects this, 
you will find, on inquiry, that his parishioners 
are rather indifferent towards him, and his min­
istry does not prosper. It cannot prosper. But 
he need not be a class teacher. 'Let him appoint 
the Scriptures for each Sunday’s lesson in the 
year. 'This may be done in two hours. Let it 
be transcribed by each teacher. Let him meet 
the teachers one evening every week, for an 
hour, and expound this portion to them, show­
ing them the way to explain and enforce it to 
the minds and upon the hearts of the children. 
This meeting will be the means of watering his 
own soul; and the privilege of attending it will 
always keep the school supplied with teachers. 
It will become the nursery of his Church. One 
hour thus spent every week, and a monthly or 
quarterly examination of the school by the pas­
tor, will manifest the interest he takes in its wel­
fare, and preserve it in vigorous operation.
He can preach at least once a year, directly 
in favour of the cause of Missions, of Peace; of 
Temperance, of Education. He can preach the 
truth, plainly, boldly, affectionately, and with 
prayer; not putting forth his inquiries to see 
what the people will bear, and what they will 
like; but looking into the word of God, to see 
what is the message there contained. The 
hands of such a pastor will always be upheld, 
and his heart encouraged. He will be strength­
ened for his work, and it will be light. His mind 
will be stayed on God, and he will therefore be 
kept in perfect peace. A Layman.
A GENUINE REVIVAL OF RELIGION.
One of the Missionaries of the Church Mis­
sionary Society, in Nellore, in Ceylon, in a re­
port made to the Society in August, 1825, 
speaks of a revival of religion, which had oc­
curred when he first came to that station, and 
1 such an one as we doubt not will rejoice all true 
disciples of Christ. It hears upon its face marks 
of its genuine character, and may plainly be 
distinguished from the ephemeral excitements, 
which sometimes in our country, have thrown 
such disgrace upon all true religion/
“When the first appearance of what may be 
considered a revival took place at Nellore—and 
so far as my memory serves me, this was the 
most striking and effectual that has occurred at 
the station—its origin and continuance was 
strictly and literally Scriptural; it came not tvith 
observation ; no extra efforts or means had been 
used; but a spirit of prayer and of supplication 
/ was poured out upon the youth of the semina­
ry, and upon the servants, accompanied with 
diligent enquiry and anxious concern for the 
soul’s welfare; and for some few months the 
voice of thanksgiving and melody was heard 
around. I remember to have been walking 
once at that period, with a missionary Brother, 
at the back of the premises; and on returning, 
the usual door of entrance had been closed, and 
we were obliged to go over a hedge at the 
back of the school premises, a way I had never 
traversed before; when, to our surprise, we fell 
in with party after party, of three or four, or 
more, engaged in prayer orexhortation,or read­
ing and explaining the Scriptures; and all 
around appeared fair as Eden, with trees of 
righteousness, the planting of the Lord. The 
fruits of this were six admissions to the Church; 
five at one time, and one at an after period; be- 1 
sides impressions made on many others, which ' 
in several instances have been revived and rip- | 
ened ; and the admission of such into the Church ! 
has subsequently taken place. Of the six 
above mentioned, one named Samuel, died hap" 
pily in the faith. Three ot the remaining five 
have continued irreproachable, and with con­
siderable steadiness too, have adorned the doc­
trine of God our Saviour until this day; and the 
other two have remained in communion with 
the Church, and at the present maintain a res­
pectable standing among the youth of the Cot­
ta Institution.”
Of this Cotta institution, Bishop Wilson, at 
his primary visitation at Columbo, November 
13, 1834, said publicly, that he had seen noth­
ing in India, that had pleased him so much as 
the Christian Institution at Cotta.—Missionary.
THE EMPEROR ALEXANDER.
The following incident is related in a letter of 
the Russian Princess, Mestchersky, and pub­
lished in a volume of observations on Russia, 
which has just appeared in London, from the 
pen. of Dr. Pinkerton, the well-known agent of 
the British and Foreign Bible Society.— S. S. 
Journal.
About the middle of the year 1812, the Em­
peror, about to quit St. Petersburg, and having 
already taken leave of his august family, had 
retired into his cabinet, and, quite alone, was 
employed in arranging some affairs before his 
departure. All at once he beheld a female en­
ter, whom, at first, he did not recognise, there 
being little light in the room. Astonished at 
this apparition—for never was a woman permit­
ted to enter his cabinet without leave, not even 
of his own family, a id above all at this unsea­
sonable hour—he however arose, went to meet 
her, and perceived it to be the Countess Tol­
stoi: who, excusing herself for the liberty she 
had taken from a desire to wish him a happy 
journey, presented him at the same time with a 
paper. The Emperor, at all times condescend­
ing, and sensible of the least proof of attachment 
thanked her, and bade her adieu. The paper 
he supposed to contain a petition for something, 
and therefore put it into his pocket; and, when 
she was gone, resumed his former employment. 
Soon after he took his departure, without think­
ing more about it.
At the first night’s quarters, fatigued with 
cares, and alone, he wished to ease his thoughts 
by turning them to some specific object; he 
took out the paper from his pocket, opened 
it, and saw with surprise that it contained the 
ninety-first Psalm. He read it with pleasure, 
and its divine contents calmed his troubled spirit;
and his heart said in secret—“ Oh! that these 
words were addressed to me!” As this thought 
passed through his mind, some one entered the 
room and interrupted him; he again set off, and 
all was forgotten.
A considerable time after this he found him­
self in Moscow, in one of the most critical pe­
riods of his life—(Who can be ignorant of the 
terrible events of the memorable year 1812?) 
Alone in his cabinet, be was arranging some 
books on a table, one of which caused a volume 
of the Bible to fall down (it was De Sacys’ ver­
sion, in 4to.); in falling it opened, and the Em­
peror, on taking it up, happened to cast his 
eye upon the page, and beheld again the Psalm 
which had once comforted him !—At this time 
he recognized the voice which called him: and 
he replied and said; “ Here I am, Lord! speak 
to thy servant !” He read, he Applied what he 
read, and he found every word suitable to him­
self; and ever after, until his last breath, he car­
ried this Psalm about his person, learned it by 
heart, and evening and morning recited it at his 
devotions.
The princess gives the following as the ob­
servations of the Emperor, on his religious pro­
gress;
“ I felt myself,” said he, “like a child; ex­
perience had taught me my insufficiency; faith 
made me commit myself entirely to Him who 
bad spoken to me in the Psalm, and had inspir­
ed me with a security and a force altogether 
new to me. At every fresh difficulty to be 
overcome, at every decision to be taken, or 
question to be solved, I went if I had an oppor­
tunity, and threw myself at the feet of my Fa­
ther who is in heaven—or, recollecting myself 
fora few moments, I cried to Him from the bot­
tom of my heart—and all wassmoothed, decided, 
and executed marvelously ; all difficulties fled 
before the Lord, who marched before me.— 
Without ceasing I read His word. I remember 
that one day, on entering a small town on the 
frontier of France, the name of. which town I 
have forgotten,sitting in my calash, I was read­
ing in the New Testament about the eunuch of 
Queen Candace reading the Prophet Isaiah, and 
desiring some one m to him what he
read. I then thought within myself—“Oh! 
that Goil would also send me some one to help 
me rightly to understand His holy will.” And 
at the very time I was desiring this in my heart, 
Madame Krudner sent, asking permission to 
see me. Fora short time I believed that it was 
she whom God intended to employ for this pur­
pose; but very soon I perceived that this light 
was nothing more than an ignisfatuus.—These 
are his own words.—She adds:—
And I must say, that I have often been aston­
ished—and not only I, hut other persons also, 
even the most instructed and advanced Chris­
tians, have been compelled to admire his en 
lightened faith, and his deep knowledge drawn 
purely from the sacred Scriptures—his true hu­
mility, and how he gave himself up to thatsim- 
simplicity which the Lord requires when He 
promiseth, “Verily Isay unto you except ye 
be converted, and become as little children, ye 
shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.”
MONTHLY MISSIONARY MEETINGS.
It was declared by our Missionary Society 
at its recent meeting that the reliance of the 
Church for carrying on its Missionary plans, is 
mainly on the parochial organization—each pa­
rish being regarded as a Missionary association, 
and its pastor as agent of the Board for Jesus 
sake ! How can this reliance be better met— 
how can the Missionary cause be better pro­
moted than by assembling the people monthly 
I for prayer for Missions and for imparting such 
l information, and. presenting such considerations as 
shall awaken the members of our communion 
to a proper sense of their duty and responsi­
bilities. We say monthly, because that is a con­
venient period—and because the experience of 
other Christians satisfies us that a more frequent 
meeting is less likely to be productive. We 
say for prayer—because the true Missionary 
spirit is a gift of God’s grace only thus to be ob­
tained. We say for receiving and imparting infor­
mation—because by such meansmenare provok- 
unto good works? The Missionary spirit is a 
leaven now working in the whole body of our 
Church—and we believe its progress to be in 
direct ratio to the spiritual character of the peo­
ple. In promoting its growth let the Clergy 
be active—the Laity zealous, and all fervent 
in prayer. The people will follow where the 
Clergy lead, and the difference in Missionary 
progress in many parts of our country is only 
the difference between “come on" and “go on?’
From the Churchman.
IIANBURY’S HOOKER.
Mr. Editor,—A friend has just suggested to 
me the propriety of cautioning theological stu­
dents and others against the very neat, full,cor­
rect, and, I believe, cheap adition of Hooker's 
Ecclesiastical Polity, published in London a 
few years since, under the editorial supervision 
of a Mr. Hanbury. My friend’s reason is, that 
Hanburv has added to Hooker's work much 
other matter of a very opposite tendency and 
has appended many notes, in which he under­
takes the correction, and sometimes refutation 
of bis author : and that as large importations of 
the work are understood to have been made 
here, at Philadelphia, and at Boston, the book 
may chance to mislead the ignorant or unwary.
I do not participatej in my friend’s uneasiness, 
I am perfectly willing tnat Hooker’s work 
should go any where, with any answer that has 
been or can be made to it: and would fearlessly 
look for the fulfilment of the adage, “Magna 
est veritas, et prevalebit.” Besides, I con­
ceive that it may conduce both to the interest 
of the study of Hooker’s treatise, and to the un­
derstanding of his argument; to have along with 
it the work of Cartwright, which provoked it, 
and the attempts of subsequent controvertists 
to set it aside. Hanbury certainly deserves the 
praise of industry and accuracy as an editor, 
however little maybe awarded him for acumen
as a writer, or soundness as a theologian. In a 
a bibliographical point of view, his edition is 
far superior to that of the Clarendon Press, to 
Dover’s, and to Dobson’s, which, I believe, are 
the three best of its predecessors. Nevertheless, 
if any should think it a shame to keep the eagle 
in a cage where owls and ravens are ever peck­
ing at him, why, let them have the free bird, 
even though his plumage be not quite so sedu­
lously arranged and carefully preserved.
It is said that Professor Keble is preparing 
an edition of Hooker. Whoever knows the 
man, will be sure that out of his hands even 
the “ Ecclesiastical Polity” mustcome forth im­
proved: and if it be true, as surmised, that from 
Oxford manuscripts, that living pride of the 
University will be enabled to throw new light 
on the fate of the three last books, his will 
then be the edition, as well for the student as 
for the library.
Yours, &c., M. N.
ON TIIE DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY BY 
WILL.
In a recent English volume, entitled “Hints 
to Christians on the disposition of their proper­
ty by will,” occur a few words of advice,which 
we think worthy of attention. A will should aZ- 
tvays be made in the season of health," says the 
writer, “and prepated by some legal gentleman." 
Of the value of this advice, from our own ex­
perience at the Bar, we think we can scarce 
speak too strongly. It is quite shocking, says 
that eminent lawyer Sir Edward Sugden, to re 
fleet upon the litigation which has been occa­
sioned by men making their own wills: and the 
experience of all since his time docs but confirm 
the saying.
“It is usual in making wills, to remember 
those persons and objects who hold the nearest 
place, in our affections. Why then should Chris­
tians so often forget the friend they have above?... 
Is it right in a rich man, who has no children or 
immediate connexions in a dependent condition, 
to give the great hulk of his property to increase 
the pride and responsibility of those who are 
already rich. Should not such a man after de­
vising part of his wealth to relations, friends or 
servants, to convince them of the sincerity of 
his Jove, give a portion of it for the spread of 
Christianity, and to increase the comforts of the 
poor, who while he lived, were refreshed by 
the streams of his hospitality.”
These counsels are from the pen of a Chris 
tian lawyer, and deserve the consideration of 
all whom God has blessed with property to be 
used in his service.—Missionary.
RELIGIOUS opinions and last moments of 
SIR J. MACKINTOSH.
(From Memoirs by his Son. J
llis nights were very wakeful,and spent, ifi much 
uneasiness of body; he became very silent and 
thoughtful, had his Bible frequently open before 
him, spoke more than usual upon religious sub­
jects—perhaps it would he more correct to say 
upon God, and bis disposition towards man.— 
His mind seemed less occupied with specula­
tions, and more with his own persona! relation­
ship to his Creator. Our Lord Jesus Christ was 
very frequently the subject of his thoughts: he 
seemed often perplexed and unable to compre­
hend much of his history. He once said to me 
“ It is is a great mystery to me—I cannot, un­
derstand it.” At another time he told me, that 
during the many sleepless nights he passed, the 
contemplation of the character of Jesus Christ 
and thoughts concerning the Gospel, with pray­
ers to God, was his chief occupation. He spoke 
of the delight he had in dwelling on his noble 
character. I have heard his voice falter as he 
repeated, “ He went about doing good ;” but he 
added, “ There is much connected with him I 
cannot understand. ’ I cannot attempt to give 
his own words; but his difficulty lay in the ac­
count given of the manner in which Jesus be­
comes the Saviour of man. On Saturday a great 
change took place. He became very silent, 
and had the appearance of one listening.— 
Whenever a word from the Scriptures was re­
peated to him, he always manifested that he 
heard it; and J especially observed that at every 
mention of the name of Jesus Christ, ifhis eyes 
were closed, he always opened them, and look­
ed at the person who had spoken them. I said 
to him, at one time, ‘Jesus Christ loves you.” 
—He answered slowly, and pausing between 
each word, “ Jesus Christ—love—the same 
thing.” After a long silence, he said I believe
---------. We said, in a low voice of inquiry,
“in God?” He answered, “in Jesus.” He 
spoke but once more after this. Upon our in­
quiry how he felt, he said he was “happy.”__
Brooklyn Evening Advertiser.
INFIDEL PREDICTIONS.
A few years ago in Virginia, every man .was 
compelled to pay for the support of the Christian 
religion. When this law was repealed, and 
Christianity was thrown upon the affections and 
resources of its friends for support, an infidel 
statesman of the first 'eminence in the land re­
marked, “the death blow is given to Christiani­
ty. In fifty years from this time, there will not 
be a Bible in the United States.’’—In just fifty 
years from that time, it was announced by the 
American Bible Society, that every family in 
the United States was supplied with the Bible. 
Such is the onward progress of religion, and 
such is the fulfilment of infidel prophecy.
Christianity was never advancing with such 
rapid strides as at the present moment. Ar­
rangements are now in contemplation, which 
will undoubtedly result in speedily placing the 
Bible in every family on the globe willing to re­
ceive it, and able to read its contents.—Reli­
gious Magazine.
THE DAIRYMAN’S DAUGHTER READ BY A BLrND 
GIRL.
This tract has been recently printed, at the 
expense of the American Tract Society, in 
raised letters for the blind. A short time since 
one the directors of the New England Institu­
tion for the blind, had his heart thrilled by hear­
ing a blind girl say;.
“ I was uneasy and could not sleep last night 
—so I got up and took the Dairyman’s Daugh­
ter into bed—and I spent two hours so happily! 
I cant tell you how happily.”—Episcopal Re­
corder.
For the Gambier Observer.
“ Hearken to me, I also will shew mine opinion.”__Job.
At a time like the present, when the whole 
protestant world is engaging in foreign missions, 
for the propagation of the Gospel of Christ, it 
is clearly a matter of vital importance that we 
should all prayerfully consider not only what is 
to be done abroad; but what is to be done at 
home. We are all exerting our energies, the 
pulpit, the press, and almost every little socie­
ty of Christians, are engaged in the work of 
planting the standard of the Cross in every land 
and among all people. But have we not reason 
to fear that in some respects, we are like the 
pharisees, “ compassing sea and land to make 
one proselyte;” and still “neglect the weightier 
matters of the law,” and render ourselves ob­
noxious to the charge of having “a zeal not 
according to knowledge.” The jealousy, and 
the little disposition to Christian fellowship en­
tertained among the various.sects of protestants, 
and even between the different parties in the same 
sect, is mingling wormwood with our religious 
devotion and meditation ; and I fear is making 
all our efforts but as “sounding brass and a 
tinkling cymbal.” Heresy has ever been more 
injurious by embittering the feelings of those 
who held to orthodox principles, than in the 
numbers it has carried away from the truth.—• 
How seldom has it been opposed by the true 
spirit of Christ, in gentle meekness, forbearing 
charity and brotherly kindness. And on the 
other hand, how often has it awakened the per­
secuting bitterness, asperity and malignity of the 
human heart. In our own limes and country 
the benignant influence of our religion has suc­
ceeded to suppress, in a great degree, these de­
praved feelings of our nature; but enough re­
mains to poison the waters of Christian charity; 
and we generally find men more pertinacious 
of the non-essentials, as they are denominated 
by devout men, than of the great and leading 
truths of Christian doctrine. Instead of uniting 
and presenting an undivided front to the inva­
sions of anti-Christ, we have only “a house di­
vided against itself,” with which to engage in 
this momentous struggle.
We are too apt to forget the rebuke of our 
Saviour to one of the apostles, when in his zeal 
for the cause of his Master, he reported, “ we 
saw some casting out devils in thy name, and 
we forbad them, because they followed not with 
us.” “Fqrbid them not, for he that is not 
against us, is for us.’ If all Christians who 
seek to follow this great example, were to unite 
in their exertions to advance the Redeemer’s 
kingdom, how vastly more effective would be 
their exertions. Then the passions and preju­
dices of the heart would no longer hang over, 
as a veil, and obscure the beautiful temple of 
Zion. The Church of Christ would stand out 
from the world, and the contrast would be seen 
and known and felt. Iniquity would hide her 
guilty head, and sin, in shame, would withdraw 
herself from the public gaze. But to what does 
our present condition lead? To envyings, rc- 
viiings and strife among ourselves; to boldness 
in iniquity, vice and crime, to scoffings, infideli­
ty and blasphemy in the world. Papacy has 
looked upon, and “espied out our country;” 
and if there be poison in her cup, she is insinu­
ating it throughout our land, by the thousands 
of emigrants she is sending to every part of it. 
As we are now situated,this is a masterly stroke 
of policy. Papacy laughs while we are busied 
in collecting the means for qualifying and send­
ing missionaries to her immediate domains for 
the conversion of her children to our faith,while 
she by more efficient means is planting her 
standard in every village and hamlet in our 
" hole counrry. She ridicules while we sit down 
and supinely complain of the hordes with which 
she is swarming us. Even our politicians are 
are catching the strain from us, and are begin­
ning to call for a cheek to this emigration. Un­
der such circumstances what have we as Chris­
tians to do? Clearly to do for them at home 
what we propose for our missionaries to do for 
them abroad. How much more can we do for 
them here, where the personal influence and 
exertions of every member of Christ, is brought 
to bear upon them. The missionary must stand 
alone, opposed to the prejudices of the whole 
people, and the wiley arts and casuistry of a 
priesthood, who are with the people, and a part 
of them; and have from habits of long intima­
cy and connexions of various kinds, obtained a 
deep and rivetted influence and control over 
them. Here the Christian has an opportunity to 
become acquainted with every one of them,— 
we can put Bibles into their hands—we can in­
struct their children in our Sabbath schools; in 
the fields, in the shop, in the high ways and at 
our firesides, they are accessible, and may be 
taught and showed the dying love of a Saviour, 
and the necessity of “bringing forth fruits meet 
for repentance.” In this intercourse too, if pur­
sued with Christian meekness, and charity, we 
may be the gainers in another point of view. 
Whatever is true and “honest and of good re­
port” in their system, we will be led to under­
stand and doubtless we will find something wor­
thy of adoption into our own: and as we ap­
proach nearer to them and understand them 
better, we may find, (and God grant it may be 
so,) that our charity is too narrow, and that in 
many respects we have judged harshly.
But this must not be the work of one sect 
alone, or of all the sects, by a divided action.
It is net for the exclusive action of Episcopa­
lians or Methodists, or Presbyterians, or Bap­
tists, but it con only be effected by the con­
certed labor of all sincere Christians. The 
divisions and opposition of the several church­
es are seen by even the most unobserving. The 
ravage Red Jacket replied to the Missionary, “I 
see the white men are divided among themselves
»b«ut religion, go back anti when ) ou ael ee . 
among yourselves, come to us and w ® * 
think about abandoning our religion and aaopi- 
ing j’ours.” The same objection to protestant- J 
ism is in the mouths of all Roman Catholicsj 
They see the various branches of the tree, 
have never followed to the fruit, excepttin. son 
instances, they may have pursued a by the
breath of fanaticism or gross On
they have taken as a sample chfcd them
the other hand when have PP en(j£avored
under the mantle ot eliarny. «
by kindness and patience and all long suffer­
ing to remove their prejudice, and open the 
eyes of their understanding to the truth? Until 
/e do so—until we all as Christians do really 
let our light shine before men, that they may 
see our good works and glorify our Father 
who is in heaven, we cannot hope to make in­
roads upon the faith of those who rely upon 
the Church,rather than upon tlje only name giv­
en among men for salvation. Let all Christians 
think of this—let the meditation lead us to more 
serious self-examination, to know and to do 
our duty; and then by uniting our works with 
our faith, relying upon the strength of our Re­
deemer, the curse of which we complain, may 
he averted from our church und our country, 
and (iod who works all things for his glory, in 
tender love and mercy to our poor, misled 
and fallen race, may, nay, will visit us with his 
blessing, and bring good out of this pervading
branch, whose fruit has been blasted
apparent evil II.
I'or the Gambier Observer.
A PLEASING CIRCUMSTANCE.
Messrs. Editors,—I was much pleased with 
a little incident on my way home from the late 
convention at Cincinnati. I came by the Ohio 
river and the canal. When we were about start­
ing from Circleville, the captain, having com­
pleted his business, came on board and soon en­
tered the cabin. My attention was soon arrest­
ed by the curiosity with which he and some of 
his “hands” were examining a book which he 
had just brought on board. My curiosity was 
likewise excited, and in due time gratified.— 
Upon looking at the book, I perceived that it 
was the Book of Common Prayer,—under 
the lettering on the hack was written the word 
‘Scioto’—the name of the boat—and on the 
inside of the cover was a printed card,
“Bishop White Prayer-Book Society, Phila­
delphia, To the Master of the Canal Boat, 
Scioto.”
The last word was inserted with a pen.— 
The hook had been given to the captain; and 
the circumstances seemed to warrant the belief 
that other Boats were to be furnished in like 
manner. Who can calculate the influence of 
such a measure? Facts.
JOSEPH WOLFF.
The following letter is from Mr. Wolff to the 
editor of the Times.
Sir,— I shall he most obliged to you if you 
would he kind enough to give insertion to the 
following address to my friends in England, 
Scotland, and Ireland;—
“My dear Friends:—Sir Thomas Baring, Mr. 
Bickcrsteth, and many other of my •friends in 
England, anxious for my safety and preserva­
tion, were kind enough to advise me to go to 
America instead of going to Timbuctoo, and 
considering that I may meet more likely with 
success in that country than in Africa, I almost 
yielded to their brotherly entreaties; but con­
sidering the great importance of making an at­
tempt of bringing the Word of God to a coun­
try where it never was brought before, and 
the importance ot preaching the tidings of sal­
vation there, where it never was preached be­
fore,—I say, these considerations operated so 
strongly upon my mind, that I resolved no lon­
ger to consult with flesh and blood, and there­
fore I resolved upon leaving London for Bristol 
and Falmouth to-morrow, (the 29th of this 
month,) and set out from Falmouth with the 
October packet for Malta. I therefore beg 
those gentlemen who were generous enough to 
give me Arabic, Turkish, and Abyssinian Bi­
bles and Testaments, for gratuitous distribution, 
to send them, together with those copies of the 
Scriptures kindly granted to me by the British 
and Foreign Bible Society, to Messrs. Fox and 
Brothers, at Falmouth. I shall be on the 30th 
with Mr. Harford, at Blaise Castle; and set out 
on the 31st of this month, from thence for Fal­
mouth, in which latter place I shall embark for 
Malta in his Majesty’s steamer, Firefly, whence 
I will proceed to Egypt, Jiddah, Suakim, and 
from thence by land to Abyssinia, Shoali, and 
Timbuctoo. Should I not he able to proceed 
from Abyssinia to Timbuctoo, I shall direct my 
steps towards Berber, and from thence to Cutch, 
Lahore, Yurkand, Lassa and America.
*5 therefore should be most obliged to my 
Christian friends in England to furnish me with 
the following copies of the Scriptures :—
“ L Arabic Bibles and Testaments for dis­
tribution among the Mahommedans of Moroc­
co who are at Gibraltar, and atTJ.Tiddah'among 
the pilgrims of Mecca, and for the Mahomme- 
dans in Timbuctoo.
.1 i -ir|k*sh ^’bles and Testaments among 
the lurkish officers stationed in Jiddah, Lohe- 
yah, Suakim and Confooda, in Arabia Felix, 
many of whom received the Bible’ when I met 
them there coming from Bombay. '
“3. Hebrew Bibles and Testaments for Jews 
wherever I meet them; especially I wish to 
have some of Bagster’s edition.
“4. Amharic Testaments for the Abyssinian 
Christians, and Amharic Psalters for the Pal- 
asha, a sect of Jews in Abyssinia.
“ 5. I should like to have a quantity of 
Prayer-books of the Church of England in dif­
ferent languages—in English, Arabic, Hebrew,
‘6.
grace to pray for them. I shall send regularly 
n.y journals to Sir Thomas Baring and Mr. 
Dodswo*h. Farewell. .
“Your most affectionate friend,
Joseph Wolff, 
Missionary to the Jews.
“ London, Sept, 28.”
THE MESSENGER OF MERCY.
We do know, that the Gospel seed, borne like 
the thistle down in the casual breeze, upon the 
pages of a tract has been blessed to the salva­
tion of souls; and we have reason to believe, 
that though scattered in the high ways and bye 
ways, it will still spring up and bear fruit, ‘some 
thirty, some sixty, some an hundred fold.
The following example of the benefits resulting 
from the distribution of a single tract, may stimu­
late some reader to ‘ go and do likewise.
A few years since, Mr.------ , resided in thp
island of------for the recovery of his health,
where he pursued his usual practice of tract 
distribution. On one occasion, he was travell­
ing in theisland, and was anxious to find out the 
residence of a friend. He called at a poor cot­
tage to inquire his way, and found he had been 
led, by the wise providence of God, to pay a 
‘ friendly visit to the house of mourning.’ In 
the cottage there was a poor widow, who had 
recently lost her husband and her eldest son.— 
They were engaged in business on the mighty 
waters, and one stormy night they were both 
drowned. In the room* where the widow was 
sitting, there was a son who had recently frac­
tured his leg, and also an idiot daughter. It is 
scarcely possible to conceive a more painful ac­
cumulation of afflictions. These trying dispen­
sations, however, had not melted the widow’s 
heart; she felt as a wife,—she wept as a mother; 
but her spirit rebelled against the hand that had 
inflicted the awful blow. Just at this period 
the tract distributor called. He inquired his 
way, and received the necessary information.— 
He was then anxious to benefit the distress­
ed family. He found them deplorably ignorant, 
no one being able to read. lie contributed to 
their wants, and was pursuing his course think­
ing it quite useless to leave a tract. He had 
proceeded some distance when he regretted 
lie had not left a messenger of mercy: and re­
turning to the cottage, he gave them one called 
“ James Covey,” and requested the widow to 
get some of her son’s friends to read it, when 
they called to see him. It subsequently appear­
ed, that the widow sent to a publican's daugh­
ter in the village, who read the little work to 
the family, and the widow’s heart appeared to be 
impressed under the power of truth. Afflictions 
had prepared the way for the entrance of divine 
light, and she, who was called to sow in tears, 
was soon to reap in joy.
The tract distributor, some time after this 
event, again visited the same district, and soon 
found that the history of poor Covey had made 
a very deep impression upon many minds. As 
he was riding through the village he was soon 
recognised, and many children ran after him, 
crying out with much earnestness, ‘ Are you 
the gentleman that gave away the Coveys ?— 
Give us some Coveys.’ This request was readi­
ly complied with, and the little tracts were re­
ceived with much joy.
During his visit to the place, he was not un­
mindful of the widow; he made inquiries about 
her, and, to his great delight, found that she 
diligently attended the means of grace. He as­
certained that before his visit she was consid­
ered one of the most profane women in the dis 
trict, but now she hallowed the name of the 
Lord. A most evident change had taken place, 
and it was poor Covey who was the honoured 
instrument of leading the afflicted woman to the 
‘ Father of the fatherless, and the Friend of 
the widow.’ No doubt, she could affectingly 
use the language of Covey, ‘ Tell others, who 
are as wicked as 1 was that a poor blaspheming 
sinner found mercy with God, through faith in 
the blood of Christ! Tell them that since I 
have found mercy; none that seek it need des­
pair’.
The state of a person’s mind may frequently 
be ascertained by trifling circumstances. There 
appears to have been a grateful recollection in 
the widows’ mind of this visit of mercy. Shortly
before Mr.------left the island, she felt anxious
to present to him a small memorial of her grati­
tude. Silver and gold she had none. She 
went into her little garden, and having plucked 
her best flowers presented them to her spiritual 
benefactor, begging that he would let her know 
of his safe arrival at his own residence.
It is true the widow’s flowers have long since 
faded, but the gentleman to whom they were 
given frequently recalls these little circumstan­
ces with pleasure, because he has every reason 
to believe that the donor continues ‘ to flour­
ish like the palm-tree, to grow like a cedar in 
Lebanon, and to bring forth fruit in old age.’— 
Missionary.
The Trinitarian Bible 
r i
„ » , . f°r. circulation among the sailors, 
to the London's?-®7 -m°- affectionate thanks
... -- -....... .. Society would
r t '^n-u?0 f°r a number of copies of their Eng­lish Bible for ______ ' _ ..____°
ty among the Jew' X “L romot"’S ClmsUam- 
they have showed me 8ra0t k"“l,es5
land, and to the British a, 1 - ES8'
ciety for their kind grant nr BiS" ?‘ble S°- 
tag my most aSectionate regard ’o 5lr Pn “ 
Baring and the Rev. Mr. Dodsworth „ t *» 
their families, and to the rest of my frie„Vie 
England who have been so very kind to me 
assure them I shall never cease, with God’s
From the London Christian Guardian 
MEMORIALS OF THE SEA.
Ihc Rev. Mr. Scoresby was for twenty-one 
years employed in the Greenland Whale Fishe 
ry, during twelve of which he held the chief 
command: and he has here collected and pre­
sented to the public some striking instances, in 
which a rigid observance of the Lord’s Day was 
followed by results which at first sight could 
scarcely have been anticipated.
We select the following as one of the shortest 
instances.
On the 13th of July, blowing hard with rain 
or sleet, we moored to a large and heavy flne 
(a sheet of ice about three or four miles in di­
ameter) in order, the more comniodiously, to en­
joy a Sabbath day’s repose. A Ship from Pe­
terhead, which had for some days been accom­
panying us, followed our example and a consid- 
erable number of her officers and crew joined us 
in our usual Sabbath devotions. An evening 
service, designed chiefly for the instruction and 
benefit ot the apprentices, had been concluded 
the sacred day of the Lord was drawing to a 
close, and our visitors were preparing to return 
to their ship, when a large whale was descried 
by one of our own seamen in a situation very 
inviting for attempting its capture. No doubt 
it was contemplated by many with an ardent 
and longing gaze; but the orders for sanctifying 
the Sabbath being quite peremptory, no at­
tempt, on the part of any of our people, was 
made, to pursue the tempting object. Our fel­
low-worshippers, however, being less scrupu­
lous, instantly manned the boat which had
,hio in eaiTer pursuit. Nor were their artlen
hope. disappointed; f«7 3 short tl“,e1the.
• r tiio rliv with us, was broken in
2ponnbySth°e shout of success from the pursuing 
boats, followed by vehement respondings from 
the contiguous ship. The attack being follow­
ed up with the wonted vigour, proved succes. - 
ful and the prize was fully secured by the middle
°f That such a result should not be exceedingly 
trying to the feelings of our people, who saw 
that Iheir competitors had won the prize wh.ch 
we had first declined, was more than could be 
expected. Nevertheless, both the trial of their 
obedience, and the exercise of their patience, 
were so sustained, as to be at once satisfactory 
tome, and creditable to themselves. , ^ir 
minds, in general, seemed disposed to admit t ie 
principle on which we acted; for, in addition to 
the religious sanctions, their repeated expe 
rience had testified that the principle was ac­
knowledged of Heaveu. .
It was my intention to have ‘ cast off, in the 
morning of Monday, to explore the navigab e 
spaces of the ice to the westward, with a view 
to the furtherance of our voyage; but the day 
being still stormy, with constant thick weather 
from snow, sleet, or rain, we found it expedient 
to remain in somewhat anxious idleness, whilst 
our successful comrades were joyously and use­
fully occupied in flensing the valuable fish ob­
tained almost under our stern. I his was doubt­
less an additional trial of the good feelings of 
our crew; but whatever might be the regrets of 
any in yielding up, for conscience-sake, opr 
chance of so fine a prize, I heard of no other dis­
satisfaction than the mere expression of a natu­
ral anxiety to be underway that we might find 
a fish for ourselves. The state of the weather, 
however, induced us to continue at our moor­
ings, till forced off by the movements of the con­
tiguous ice, which threatened the safety of the 
ship. Soon afterwards we set forth on our ob­
ject; and having made a stretch to the westward 
all hands were speedily called into exhilarating 
action, by the discovery of several whales. The 
eagei ness of the men, indeed, was, in the first 
instance, against us; more thar. one of the ob­
jects of their anxiety being unnecessarily scar­
ed, for want of that wise and considerate pru­
dence which, under the circumstances, was pe­
culiarly needed totemperand direct their excit­
ed zeal. At length, however after a variety of 
mortifying failures, a harpoon was ably struck ; 
and though the boat recieveda desperate heave 
and some of its oars were projected high into 
the air, happily, no accident ensued- I be ex­
cess ofardour among the men, was now in full 
demand, being appropriately drawn off by the 
vigour with which the wounded monster strug­
gled for its liberty and life. Outstripping the 
utmost speed of its pursuers, in the beginning of 
the chase, it obtained shelter amid the compact 
accumulation of numerous masses ofice, where 
it was most difficult to reach, and from whence 
it seemed next to impracticable to be dislodg­
ed. After encountering, however, a variety of 
little adventures,as well as some very threaten­
ing obstacles, we succeeded in subduing the 
powerful animal; and no sooner was it cleared 
of the lines, and in a condition to be removed, 
than the compact aggregation of ices by which 
it was enveloped, began to relax, so that with 
little further embarrasment a channel was clear­
ed out, and the prize effectually secured. Thus 
before the very first day available for the fishe­
ry, after the Sabbath, had come to a close, all 
our anxieties were relieved, our forbearance 
compensated, and our efforts crowned with the 
desired success.—Pp. 58, 62.
Mr. S. deduces from the testimonies he has 
recorded the following general results;
The traces of the special workings of God in 
providence, and the declarations of his mind in 
the written word, are equally, with the great 
mass of the world, as sealed books, because 
they believe not. And amongst the portion of 
mankind who do really believe, the whole book 
of Providence is by no means equally intelligi­
ble. There are pages written for individuals, 
and distinctly perceptible to them, into which 
another entereth not. Others there arc of so 
palpable a nature,that all who acknowledge the 
doctrine may read. Sometimes, indeed the 
voice of Providence is thundered forth in such 
terrific manifestations, that the multitudes ex­
ceedingly tremble and quake; yet, whilst the 
believing portion see distinctly the finger of 
God, there are many, whose hearts are so hard 
and whose minds are so dark, spiritually, that 
they see nothing but the events of time and 
chance or the mere contingencies of nature.
As to those who may yet question the result 
of our argument—that the statements here pre­
sented afford decisive evidence of a Providen­
tial blessing on the endeavour to keep the 
Lord’s day holy—we would claim at least, this 
fair and candid admission, that our refraining 
from Sabbath violation, when urged to it by the 
prospect of worldly gain, was not the occasion 
of either loss or disadvantage in the ultimate re­
sult of our labours. Could, however, the con­
victions of those who accompanied me in the 
voyage referred to—consisting, probably, of one 
hundred and fifty different men—be conveyed 
to our minds, an impressions of a much more 
decisive and satisfactory character, methinks, 
would naturally and generally follow. For on 
occasions when we refrained from fishing on the 
Sunday, whilst others were successfully engaged 
in that object, our subsequent labours, as has 
been seen, often succeeded under circumstan­
ces so peculiarly striking, that there was scarce­
ly a man in the amount of our crew who did 
not seem to consider it as the effect of the Di­
vine blessing !
Independently, indeed, of the positive duty 
of sanctifying the Sabbath, and of the blessing 
ol 1rovidence connected therewith,—we oft- 
times realized the wisdom of the institution in 
the mere physical benefits resulting from its 
observance. For when the preceding week hap­
pened to have been laboriously employed, the 
< av o lest became sweetly welcome, and oh 
vious y beneficial in its restoring influence on 
ie energies of the people for fitting them for 
a renewa of their arduous duties: whilst the 
emporary restraint thus put upon theardour of 
,„H*, M 4 1U,’1’ °Perated, no doubt, with no small 
tinna!1'6 ? a“yantage, by stimulating to addi- 
that V ln.lbe’r subsequent labours. So
o the wenyh P°'nt ?fviGW’ and iQ every Nation to the well-being of man, spiritual and temno
ral, this sacred appointment stands commended 
both for wisdom and goodness.
POWER OF RELIGION—POWER OF MUSIC.
One of the most interesting anecdotes, illus­
trating the power of music, was related^ a few 
days since; in a social meeting, by an English 
clergyman who was acquainted with the facts.
A nobleman of great wealth, lord > was 
a man of the world. His pleasures were drawn 
from his riches, his honors and friends. His 
daughter was the idol of his heart. Much had 
been expended in her education; and well did 
she repay, in her intellectual endowments the 
solicitude of her parents. She was highly ac­
complished, amiable in her disposition and win- 
nin'r in her manners. They were all strangers 
to God. At length Miss------attended a Me­
thodist meeting in London, was deeply awak­
ened, and soon happily converted. Now she 
delighted in the services of the sanctuary, and 
social religious meetings. To her, the charms of
Christianity were overpowering,frequenting those 
places where she met with congenial minds, an­
imated with similar hopes, she was often found 
in the house of God.
This change was marked by her fond father with 
painful solicitude. To see his lovely daughter 
thus infatuated; was to him occasion ot deep 
grief, and he resolved to correct her erroneous 
notions on the subject of the real pleasures and 
business of life. He placed at her disposal large 
sums of money, hoping she would be induced 
to go into the fashions and extravagancies ot 
others of her birth, and leave the Methodist 
meetings; but she maintained her integrity.—
He took her on long and frequent journies, con­
ducted in the most engaging manner, in order 
to divert her mind from religion ; but she still 
delighted in the Saviour. After failing in ma­
ny projects which he fondly anticipated would 
be effectual in subduing the religious feelings of 
his daughter, he introduced her into company 
under such circumstances that she must either 
join in the recreation of the party or give high 
offence. Hope lighted up the countenance of 
this infatuated, but misguided father, as he saw 
his snare about to entangle in its meshes the ob­
ject of his solicitude. It had been arranged 
among bis friends, that several young ladies 
should on the approaching festive occasion give 
a song accompanied with the piano forte. The 
hour arrived—the party assembled. Several 
had performed their parts, to the great delight 
of the party, which was in high spirits: Miss
------was now called on for a song, and many
hearts now beat high in hope of victory. Should 
she decline, she was disgraced. Should she 
comply, their triumph was complete. This was 
the moment to seal her fate. With perfect self- 
possession she took her seat at the piano forte, • T- 
run her fingers over its keys, and commenced W1Se‘ 1‘ ^/lron’ 
playmg, singing in a sweet air, the following 
words:—
ter nature, will gradually losg. tUejr powe^ 
their manifestations will become less and 
frequent and violent.
Besides,—bow incomparably more pleasantit 
to be finding all the good you can, than t,,
play the snarling and growling critic forev 
He is a happy traveller who looks out in, 
triously and with the practised eye of one^c< 
customed to such things, for the beauty thatG0(j 
has diffused and that man has developed, 
ever he may go. He is the happy philanthro, 
pist, who looks, in human character, for 
work of-God, rather than for that of the devil 
Remember that every thing good in Dla’ 
comes from God; recognize him in it; seard, 
for it, because there you find traces ofhisadora. 
ble wisdom and goodness. And O how refresh- 
ing, how delightful, among the most desolate 
earthly ruins of the fall, to find that those traces 
are not quite gone, that there is yet somethin® 
that speaks forth the wonders of eternal wisdon, 
and love, and to which the glorious principle 
of truth and goodness may yet be applied wid 
an- koPe an ultimate moral resurrectionoi 
the whole being in the image of its Maker!-, 
Y’our fellow Christian is gone far astray, it mai 
be; but look diligently,—do you not 
for that faint reflection of some precious linea, 
ment of your Saviour’s character ? Watch that 
little spark of divine life,—cherish it—delight 
in it. Could you have expected to find so pre. 
cious a jewel in such a place ? Thank God 
for it; and never let any of the surrounding 
abominations blind you to its charms, or es­
trange you from one in whose soul you have 
discovered such a fragment ot the image of the 
heavenly. Do not rashly call it a counterfeit 
why7 should you? Is it the experience of your 
own heart, that nothing heavenly dwells in the 
midst of corruption? Does the history of your 
Saviour's life and ofhis church teach you toes 
pect the in-dwelling of holy principles only 
where the body is holy ? What was Christ 
in this sinful and pollut ed world ? What is the 
spirit, and what are the fruits of the Spirit,in 
the hearts of men and in the midst of a wicked 
and perverse generation ?
Remember—your Savour does not trample 
under foot the “ smoking flax” because it is not 
already in a blaze. He looks on the better sif; 
he sees in the smoke evidence that the fire\ 
kindling; he watches it—he gently fans it. !»'■ 
tate thou his example. The “ bruised reed he 
does not break oil’ as useless; he sees it fallen
__it was a plant that he loved—he examines it
with tender interest—perchance it may he re­
stored—yes, it is only “ bruised”—he raises tt 
and binds it up—the life-giving sap resumes its 
circulation—the wound heals—the down-trod­
den reed flourishes, and shoots up again in all 
its freshness and vigor. ‘ Go thou, and do like-
No room for mirth or trifling here,
For worldly hope or worldly fear^
If life so soon is gone;
If now the Judge is at the door
And all mankind must stand before 
Th’ inexorable throne!
No matter which my thoughts, employ;
A moments mise ry or joy,
But O! when both shall end!
Where shall I find my destined place?
Shall I my everlasting days 
With fiends or angels spend?
She arose from her seat. The whole party 
was subdued. Not a word was spoken. Her fa­
ther wept aloud. One by one, they left the
house. Lord------never rested till he became
a Christian. He lived an example of Christian 
benevolence—having given to benevolent Chris­
tian enterprises, at the time of his death, nearly 
half a million of dollars.
[AZaine Wesleyan Journal.
“ The way to make men better 
them,”—Matthew Henry.
riiis is at least so far true, that men are not 
to be made better by describing or addressing 
t lem as worse than they are themselves con­
scious of being. Y'ou must all along keep a 
man s conscience on your side, or you will throw 
inn into an attitude of opposition that you can­
not make him see and feel his own guiltiness, 
by overdrawing, you may nullify the whole ef­
fect. It is better, by gentle approaches, to
to make the best
make a man feelyjaz-z ofhis sin, at first,and thus 
gam afoot-hold in his conscience, than to bolt 
outup on him when unawakened and unprepared 
and in a reproachful tone, with a bold descrip­
tion of his whole guilt. Peter’s bold sermon 
on the day ot Pentecost is often referred to as 
justifying the latter course. But let it be care-
ul y examined , consider the circumstances,__
the events that had lately occured,and the state 
of the public mind,—and look at the progress 
of the discourse itself,—and it will be seen that 
1 eter did not go a step without preparation on 
the part of his hearers. Conscience was ready 
to echo every accusation as soon as preferred. 
Observe, too how the guilt of the Jews is stated 
by Peter. It comes in as a necessary part of 
he history; as a simple and well known fact, 
to be noticed in order to make the other parts 
ot the discourse coherent and intelligible. It 
is not dwelt upon, with any long account of the
From the Episcopal Recorder.
TOO MANY APPLICATIONS.
I would ask those who offer the excuse con­
tained in the words at the head ot this article, 
in order to escape every appeal which the suffer­
ing Church makes to them, to consider thecasi 
of our Missionary at Jacksonville, Illinois, antf 
if they are afraid that some members of our 
Church are in danger of being oveiburthmdt, 
by giving five dollars now and then to a good 
object, I would beg them to compare the trhok 
amount of their annual charities with the silent 
deeds of a missionary whose salary is 
annum, and who lives with his wife in a single, 
cold and uncomfortable chamber. I am in­
formed that this missionary, the first clergyman 
of our Church who went into Illinois, and wht 
has ever since been depressed and exhausted by 
illness, has lately undertaken to teach a select 
school for his living ; and rather than beg any 
more for his Church, the only Church that is 
yet finished in Illinois, has given up every cent bf 
Ztw salary towards paying the debt contracted 
in its building.
Ihus acts the man who has been persecu^ 
almost incessantly since he went to 
ville, and who once wrote me, “We are dolnga 
great work. We are laboring for the good of 
many generations still to come. We must not 
expect to see the fruits of our labors while we 
live. It should be enough for us if we are per­
mitted to prepare the way for better things to 
come.”
Dare I now whisper in the ear of some read­
er of this naked statement of truth, will you 
send five dollars to the treasurer of our Mis­
sionary Society for Jacksonville, Illinois?_ and
may I hope to escape the cruel rebuff, “ IW 
are too many applications, sir?”
Eye Witness.
TOWNSEND’S BIBLE.
Many of our readers are probably aware, that 
this valuable work is now in course of publics* 
tion, under the superintendence of the Rev. Dr 
Coit, 11esident ol Transylvania University. D 
gieat.merit consists in a peculiar arrangement^ 
the different books of Scripture, by which the 
reader is enabled to peruse the history of sa­
cred events in unbroken chronological order. I- 
is needless to say how much light iit , . -------o....... thrown up
aggravating circumstances or with -? V‘Z °B H° y ,rit. lh,s simple method, and hoff 
of severe and reproachful epithets The wi^ I m,3n^ PerPlexing difficulties are entirely remov- 
dnin nPtlm i i .1 1 . L His- etl.dom of the Spirit led the apostle to avoid these 
victim alCd tO hlnder rathCr than Pro,note con-
saJinl a?a’.n;~in 3 §r6at man? cases Henry’s 
broad^ Jlterally trU6’ and ‘^PPlicable in its
mav he fSeT- , Chri^ia^, for instance,may better be led on to greater holiness, and
n ChrEf degreesof know,edSe and of activity 
8ervi?e’ by recognizing in its full ex-
~thlnehgrdCe Sr31 ,S 13 them’ aud usin& tbat,
cied L7,h„ '"S °" ,heir laults and «cien!
ues. In the education of children, better nro 
gress may generally be made in forming char 
acter, by calling their better qualities mto ac
asV vn’ by ,P aC’ng ’n them as much confidence 
hL7 na? 7 7°’ and by manifesting towards 
hem all the esteem that they really deserve - 
than by direct conflict with bad habits and o’er 
verse dispositions. It i8 an excellent ruk ii aH
ther in chil 1! tO *lmPr?ve human character whe- 
ier in childhood or in adult age, to look out 
for the good that maybe found, and to keen 
hat active. You will thus be likely bv decree, 
to excite kindred qualities and to transform bv
Jgrees the whole character. The bad qualitiZ
o^yVur^partby 
back-ground by the bringing for.Xfthebeb
Dr, Coit, in the edition above alluded to, has 
departed from the common mode of printing 
each verse in a separate paragraph, has TU7 
turned to the original, and we conceive, the bet­
ter plan, by which the Bible is read without 
those disagreeable breaks which so often disfr 
gore the sentiment and obscure the sense.
Ibis edition is the first published in Amerb 
and will be printed in the best manner int®( 
volumes royal octavo, containing 1100 pgg£i 
each. The published price will be eight po' 
lars. But to subscribers, should fifteen hn- 
dred be obtained, the price will be seven 
lars and a half, and if over two 
seven dollars, bound in moroccu cloth 
The volumes can be bound in plain extract­
or in embossed covers to suit, which wilU,e 
charged at cost. A list of the subscribers" 
be printed in the second volume.
The Editor of the Church Advocate coi"' 
mends this work to all who desire improveinell[ 
in the knowledge of the word of life, and wt 
be happy to receive the names of such as inte”11 
to purchase it.— Church Advocate.
DR. SCOTT S COMMENTARY.
This valuable work has been translated int'’ 
the French language, and a considerable pafl
of the translation has been published at Paris.
The Archives du Christianisme, in noticing the 
Fact, remarks:—■“ This pious commentator has 
no need of our praise: his work on the Bible be­
gins to be appreciated among us, as it has long 
been in his own country, where more than 45,- 
000 copies of it have been published.” Among 
the excellencies which the French editor noti­
ces as characteristic of this work, is its explica­
tion, as fur as possible, of the Bible by the Bi­
ble. “ His commentary,” it is remarked, « is 
nothing more nor less than the Bible analyzed 
and compared.”—Christian Intelligencer'.
There is a Rabbinical tradition related by 
Fabricius, that when Noah planted the vine, 
Satan attended, and sacrificed a sheep, a lion, 
an ape, and a sow. The annimals were to 
symbolize the gradations of ebrietv. When a 
man begins to drink, he is weak and ignorant as 
the lamb; his courage is soon transformed into 
the foolishness of the ape; and at last he wal 
lows in the mire, like the sow.”—Presbyterian.
We should accustom ourselves to view those 
above us, without admiration or envy, and ne­
ver look upon those below us with contempt. 
Little souls fall down and worship grandeur 
without reflecting that admiration is due only 
to virtue and goodness.
As worldly joys end in sorrow, so godly sor­
row ends in joy.
Confession of sin should come like water from 
a spring that runs freely; and not like water from 
a still, that is forced by the fire of affliction.
Sin is like a bee, with honey in its mouth, 
but a sting in its tail.
As Noah’s dove could find no rest for the sole 
of her foot, so the spirit of God can find no re­
sidence in that heart which is deluged in sin.
Our conscience is a fire within us, our sins 
are the fuel; therefore instead of warming, it 
will scorch us; unless the fuel be removed, or 
the heat of it allayed by penitential tears.
THE OBSERVER.
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Irish Church.—The venerable Peter Roe, in a recent 
address to some of his clerical brethren, makes the following 
statement, wVuffi is in accordance with much that we have 
heard from other sources, of the favor which God is show­
ing to that Church in its present troubles and difficulties. \ 
We live in times marked by extraordinary events; and
of these events one of the most striking is this_ that while
the visible church to which we belong is pressed and bow­
ed down from without, and torn with distraction within, 
nevertheless the power and love of God has been most 
signally manifested towards it, in raising up within its min­
istry so many to whom the souls of their fellow men and the 
interests of eternal truth are of far greater interest and im­
portance than the temporalities designed for their support. 
This we cannot but hail as a token of God; and for this 
encouraging token of Divine favor, we should render our 
heartfelt thanks to that God who istlieauthor and giver of 
every good and perfect gift, and who can so clothe our, or 
rather his own word with power, as to render it effectual 
to the pulling down of every strong hold of Satan.
For the Gambier Observer.
The British Critic describing the Library of a Church 
of England Divine, (I wish the same were more frequent­
ly within the means and the reach of an American Epis­
copal divine,) speaks of the “ goodly works of Jeremy Tay­
lor, Hooker and Barrow,” as “severally the works of our 
Jove, of our reverence, and of our admiration.” Of South, 
the staff of his spear is li/te a weaver’s beam. Of Jewel, 
Andrews, Sanderson, Jackson, Ilall, Hammond, Lightfoot, 
as the fellows that bear the former company, the giants of for­
mer times. “ The cold elegance of Clarke, and the dull 
good sense of Tillotson,” are flanked by Stillingfleet, the 
Slierlocks, &e. Warburton, Hurd and Jortin are support­
ed by “that son of thunder, Pearson.” Latimer and At­
terbury are characterized as “probably the two extremes of 
composition.” The Homilies arc “much too good for 
those who find fault witli them.” Of Baxter—the labori­
ous and solemn and faithful, but morbid Baxter—morbid 
always in body and not seldom affected by sympathy in his 
mind and spirit,—the Critic remarks that it has been said 
of him, «that a <losc of calomel would have made him a con­
formist."
For the Gambier Observer.
THE PREACHER’S SUBJECT FOR CHRIST­
MAS.
Messrs. Editors,—In one of the eloquent sermons of 
Melville, the occasion of which was the celebration of the 
Nativity of our Lord,and the subject of which was of course 
intimately connected with that wonderful event, “the humil­
iation of the Man Christ Jesus," the following introductory 
passages occur:
“ For nothing do we more admire the services of our 
Church than for the carefulness displayed that there be no 
losing sight of the leading doctrines of the faith. It may 
be said of the Clergy of the church of England, that they 
are compelled by the Almanack, if not by a sense of the 
high duties of their calling, to bring successively before 
their congregations the prominent articles of Christianity.
It is not left to their own option, as it comparatively would 
be if they were not fastened to a ritual, to pass a year with­
out speaking of the Crucifixion, the Resurrection and As­
cension of Christ, of the Trinity of persons in the God­
head, or of the outpouring of the Spirit. If they be dis­
posed to keep any of these matters out of their discourses,the 
collects bring the omitted doctrines before the people, and 
convict ttie pastors of unfaithfulness. A dissenting con­
gregation may go on for years, and never once be directed 
to the grand doctrines of the Trinity in Unity. They are 
dependent on their minister. He may advance what he 
chooses; for he selects his own lessons, as well as his texts. 
An Episcopal congregation is not thus dtpendent on their 
minister. He may be an Unitarian in his heart; but he 
may be so far a Trinitarian to his people as to declare from 
the desk even if he keeps silence in the pulpit, that “ the 
Catholic faith is this that we worship one God in Trinity, 
and Trinity in Unity*” And thus,whatever the objections 
which may be urged against forms of prayer, we cannot 
but think that a country without a liturgy is a country 
which lies open to all incursions of heresy.
We obey, then, with thankfulness, the appointment of 
our Church which turns our thoughts specially at particu­
lar times on particular doctrines; not at any season exclud­
ing ffieir discussion ; but providing that at least once a year 
each shouid occupy a prominent place. We would lead 
you, therefore, now to tlie survey of the humiliation of the 
Man C hrist Jesus, and thus take a step in that pilgrimage 
to Gethseinane and Calvary which, at the present time is 
enjoined on the faithful.”
We have selected tlie above, just at this time,because one of 
the chief festivals of the Christian year is nigh at hand— 
the occasion on which, if clergymen are true to the provis­
ions of the Church, there will he a testimony from every 
Episcopal pulpit, in England and America, and wherever 
else the truth is preached, to that great essential doctrine 
of the Christian faith—that elementary fact in Christian 
history—that corner-stone of Christian hope, that “He who 
was in the form of God, and thought it not robbery to he equal 
with God, took on him the form of a servant and was made 
in the likeness of men."
Athanasian Creed.
With the author above quoted, we have always esteemed
it a great blessing, that besides the constant recurrence in 
our daily services, as well as those of the Church of Eng­
land, of the “weightier matters” of the Gospel, there is 
such an] arrangement of seasons—such a setting apart of 
days for a special attention to these subjects, and such a se­
lection of scripture and application of prayer, that whether 
the minister be negligent of his duty, or ignorant of the 
truth, the people cannot attend the’appointed service with­
out being instructed in those chief things of divine revela­
tion.
But such instruction is at best but imperfect. “ The 
Priest’s lips should keep knowledge and the people should 
hear the law at his mouth.” It is expected by the church, 
and ought always to be expected by her congregations, that 
on the recurrence of any of the calendar days, commemo­
rative of such essential events of the Gospel, as that of the 
incarnation or death of the Son of God, the minister will 
gladly avail himself of the special appropriateness of the 
season to instruct his people in some branch of the one great 
subject to which the day belongs. And if the minister 
have participated in the spirit of the services of the Church, 
and rightly appreciated the genuine philosophy, as well as 
piety, that dictated their peculiarities, he will think it agreat 
blessing that there are days when not only the people are 
specially in remembrance of the great doctrines and events, 
and expecting and desiring to hear them specially treated 
by their minister; but when he himself is called back from 
that tendency to abstraction and unprofitable generaliza 
tion in his preaching—that pronenes to exhortation more 
than preaching—or to the emphatic insisting upon certain 
great duties, without the pointed treatment of the great 
doctrines on which they are based—or the passing over, in 
trite and comprehensive expressions, of the elementary 
truths and facts of Christianity as if universally understood; 
he will bejglad we say when he is called back from his prone­
ness to such profitless habits by the recurrence of such a day 
as that of the Nativity, and made to feel that the Church 
expects and the people expect, that he will teach them 
the great doctrines connected therewith, not merely as an 
ingredient in his sermon, but as the engrossing and con­
centrating subject of his sermon. This will be esteem­
ed one of the blessings of our Church arrangements by 
all in the ministry who understand themselves. But there 
is one aspect in which it deserves to be especially regard­
ed. It calls the preacher to set out the chief doctrines, as 
embodied in, as illustrated by, indeed as identical with, 
the great facts of the Gospel. The divinity of Christ is 
then seen through the circumstances of his birth—the ab­
stract truth of the union of two natures, in one person, is 
to be treated as involved in, and, in the view of the hear­
er, is to be associated with, all the incidents of the night- 
scene at Bethlehem—the atonement, instead of being ex­
hibited in a form of technical discussion, which the ordina­
ry hearer can with difficulty receive, is to be taught by the 
agonies of Getlisemane, and read, like Pilate’s accusation, 
from the superscription upon the cross. Thus we are led 
to teach divine things—not as our foolish minds would so 
much lead us; but as the Scriptures teach them,doctrines bg 
facts, facts by doctrines, keeping up a train of events, as well as 
a system of truths, showing the love of God by what it has 
done, and illustrating what man ought to be, by what man 
has been in the person of “the Man Christ Jesus.”
We conclude these remark by the following questions. Is 
it the universal practice of the Clergy of Ohio to pay special 
regard and to endeavor to bring their people to pay such 
regard, to the seasons above referred to? Do they make it 
a matter of conscience, as much as possible to take advan­
tage of the occasion, and of the attention thereto, in the 
services of the church, to exhibit, with more than usual par­
ticularity and enlargement, the chief subject to which the 
occasion refers them ? If any do not, are they not negli­
gent of their duty as clergymen of the church ? Do they 
not omit a means of fastening the great doctrines of the 
Gospel upon the minds of the people, and of attaching 
their affections to the services of the Church, which none 
can afford to lose? M.
TO THE CLERGY AND LAITY OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES.
Brethren,—We address you by order of the two Mis­
sionary Committees, with which we severally stand con­
nected, on the interesting subject committed by the au­
thorities of the Church to their management and direc­
tion.
You are apprized of the acts of the last General Conven­
tion in relation to the cause of Missions!
The Church has espoused this cause as emphatically her 
own, and in all the broad extent of its operations.
She places no territorial limits to her labors. “For the.......................... ... r.
tuiion of the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society, 
to which she has given her sanction, “that the Missionary i 
field is always to be regarded as one, IIIL WORLD; • 
the terms domestic and foreign being understood as terms ; 
of locality, adopted for convenience: and that the Com­
mittees may he in no doubt as to the specific boundaries 
within which they are respectively to act, she defines “ Do- ! 
mestic Missions to be those which are established within, , 
and Foreign Missions to be those which are established 
without, the territory of the United States.
For successful operation in such a vast field, the Church
has well considered unity of action, to be indispensible--- j
instead, therefore, of leaving the work to comparatively 
small and voluntary associations, she deems it right that 
all her acknowledged members, bound as they arc by their 
baptismal covenant to implicit obedience to every command 
of her divine Head, should he united with one heart, and 
in one common effort, in carrying on the hallowed work 
which He has committed to her charge.
“The General Convention, as the constituted representa­
tive body of the whole Protestant Episcopal Church in 
these United States,” is now the grand agent in its prose- I 
cution; confiding its superintendence to a board of missions, | 
in the recess of its triennial sessions, and to two separate j 
Committees appointed by that Board, with each its Secre- j 
tary and General Agent, the duty of daily urremitted at- j 
tention to the multiplied business details of the two great 
departments into which, as declared by the constitution, it J 
is for “convenience” divided. Appointed bythe Board of 
Missions the Secretaries and Agents ot these Committees 
we have entered with a becoming sense of responsibility on 
the duties of our respective stations: and as one of the offi­
cial acts, we are happy to acquaint you that, with as much 
profrqftitude as possible, the Committees have organized 
themselves for the transaction of business in the City of 
New York, their assigned place of location, and in humble 
dependence upon God, have entered with zeal upon their 
most important trust.
When we consider, beloved brethren, with what harmony ‘ 
and unanimity this new organization of the Society was i 
adopted; with what a delightful spirit of conciliation its* 1 
minor arrangements were adjusted; and how advantageous^ 
ly the Committees are now situated for carrying on the j 
Missionary enterprise at home and abroad, we cannot , 
doubt that you justly appreciate the piety and wisdom ot 
our spiritual rulers in these propitious measures; and that 
you will feel as you ought tlie weight of your obligations, 
as members of the mystical body of Christ, to eo-operate 
individually in her benevolent design, and vigorously to 
sustain the holy cause, to the perpetual support of which 
she has now given so solemn a pledge.
We request you to consider the importance of prompt 
and generous exertion in its support. Proceed, we entreat 
you, without delay to organize such plans in your respec­
tive parishes and districts, as may be best calculated to bring 
the greatest amount of revenue into the treasury of the 
Lord. In what mode this shall be accomplished we pre­
sume not to dictate, but we are instructed to call your at 
tention, and we do it under a deep personal sense of its’ 
excellence, to the earnest recommendation of the Board ol 
Missions, “that the contributions of the members of the 
Church be made, as far as convenient, upon some plan ot 
systematic charity, that their effect may be the greater, and 
that their continuance may be the more relied on.” What
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that plan shall be must be determined by the considerate 
judgment of the friends of Missions, under the counsel of 
the Bishops and clergy in the several dioceses and church­
es.
In a vast proportion of our parishes we believe the apos­
tolic recommendation, that “every one upon the first day 
of the week, lay by him in store as God hath prospered 
him,” would prove a most efficient, as well as grateful 
source of supply. Besides its scriptural authority, it com­
mends itself to Christian feeling and acceptance as af­
fording an opportunity to young and old, rich and poor, to' 
become co-workers in promoting the glory of the Redeem­
er, and the salvation of the souls of men. This and simi­
lar arrangements for stated and continuous contribution, 
will afford a better security for the permanency of our Mis­
sions, and for their increase and extension, than any tem­
porary excitement which may be produced by the most 
warm and animated personal appeals.
But whether you may esteem the plan of Sunday offer­
ings, or parochial associations, or more extended societies, 
the best adapted to your local and relative circumstances 
we urgently beseech you not to neglect the work to which 
your attention has been so powerfully awakened by the 
recent united action of the Church. O! let it not be said 
that any of us, ministers or laymen, who enjoy the inval­
uable blessings of the Gospel, are unwilling to be the 
instruments of their extension to our destitute feliow-citi- 
zens at home, or to the perishing Heathen in foreign 
lands.
Let every one do what he can, the wealthy contributing 
of their abundance, and the poor of their penury; and 
then means will not be wanting to succor the suffering 
household of faith among ourselves, nor, in conjunction 
with other branches of the Church of Christ, to spread 
the savor of his name, and the benefits of his atoning love 
throughout the world.
Beloved brethren, our Church desires to respond to the 
injunction of her adorable Founder as the best means of 
realizing the promise of his gracious presence and sup­
port.
She has avowed her obligation, in obedience to his com­
mand, to “go and teach all nations,” to “preach the Gos­
pel to every creature.” She calls upon you individually, 
as members of the great Missionary Society, thus divinely 
constituted by Christ himself, to sustain 'her in her holy 
enterprise, and share its glorious rewards.
Coine up to this duty in the liberal and self-sacrificing 
spirit which it demands, and God will bless us with results 
proportioned to the measure and sincerity of our efforts.— 
Through the means of grace supplied by your Christian 
liberality, He will “comfort the waste places” of our be­
loved Zion, “ making her wilderness like Eden, and her 
desert like the garden of the Lord;” and hasten on the glo­
rious predicted era, when the Heathen shall he given to his 
Son for his inheritance and the uttermost parts of the earth 
for his possession.”
By order, and in behalf of the Missionary Committees, 
Benjamin Dorr,
Secretary and General Agent of the 
Domestic Committee of Missions. 
James Milnor,
Secretary and General Agent of the 
Foreign Committee of Missions.
Contributions from auxiliary societies, associations, par­
ishes, or individuals, intended for Domestic Missions, are 
requested to be forwarded and paid to James Swords, Esq., 
at the Washington Insurance Office, corner of John and 
William Streets; or at the Bookstore of Swords, Stanford 
& Co., No. 152 Broadway, New-York.
V hose intended for Missions, are requested to
be forwarded and paid, to Henry, Cary, Esq., Treasurer 
of tlie Foreign Committee, at the Phceuix Bank, Wall- 
street, New-York.
The office of the Domestic Committee and their Agent 
is at No. 116 Franklin-street, New-York.
The office of the Foreign Committee and their Agent 
is at No. 114 White-street, the corner of Centre-street.
It is respectfully requested, that wherever it shall 
aeeord with the views of the Rectors, and Ministers of 
parishes in the several dioceses, the foregoing Circular be 
read to tlieir respective congregations, and that they he de­
sired to give early publicity to it in such other modes as 
they may find convenient.
New- York Nov. 18/A, 1835,
REPORT OF SCHOLARSHIP & CONDUCT 
of the Students of Kenyon College and Preparatory Schools, 
for the month ending November 28<Zi, 1835,
SCHOLARSHIP.
AK 30, BE 35, CK 37, DK28, EE 30, EE 36, BL40, 
CL 33, EL 27, FL 20, HM 30, EM 30, AN 25, BN 27, 
CN 35, 1)N 25, EO 32, MO 28, PO 36, C O 29, FO 40, 
HO 30, BO 32, MP 27, NP 31, WP 40, DP 40, FP 26, 
EP 38, AR 37, BR 33, CR 40, DR 40, IIL 34, ML 38, 
OL 39, QL 38, SL 27, TL 31, VL 27, AM 25, CM 23, 
DM 35, FN 25, AS 35, BS 30, CS 32, DS 30, ES 35, 
FS 35, IIS 30, IS 30, JS 34, ES 34, LS 30. MS 30,
NS 28, OS 35, PS 32, QS 30, RS 32, SS 30, TS 32,
US 32, VS 35, WS 28, XS 35, YS 32, ZS 30, AT 28,
BT 28, CT 35, DT 35, ET 30, FT 35, JIT 27, IT 33,
JT 31, KT 34, LT 30, MT 31, NT 35, OT 35, PT 35, 
QT 20, R T 30, ST 30, TT 31, UT 30, VT 31, WT 32 
XT 35, YT 30, ZT 32, DA 35, EH 30, NF 35, OD 26, 
SF 20‘ XB 33, WB 33, HB 24, NA 35, A A 33, BG 33, 
CC 31, EG 21, EF 37, HA 10, EB 23, EC 32. EE 20, 
FF 29, GH 29, CE 30, GB 32, SA 33, LA 27, GA 27, 
MB 36, DF 38, NB 35, LB 30, NC 37, VC 39, HC 30, 
HG 33, LG 30, SG 30, SC 36, BC 29, AE 33, DC 35, 
ED 28, III) 28, EA HS, BL> 37, ND 39, ID 39, RB 34, 
DE 27, CA 27, CC 26, AF 27, GE 28, GF 27, BE 30, 
AH 35, DH 33, BB 35, DB 28, EB 30, EC 30, YC 27, 
HII 36.
CONDUCT.
AE 6, DE 4, EE 12, BL 4, BN 4, BR 8, TL 1G, VL 
8, AM 8, PM 8, AS 3, BS 5, DS6 , FS 3, HS 10, IS 2, 
ES 5, LS 6, NS 8, OS 1, QS 8, BS 7, SS 6, TS 1, VS 
5, WS 2, YS 5, ZS7, AT 10, BT 14, CT 12, DT 3, ET 
5, FT 2, HT9, JT3, ET 9, LT3, MT 1, OT 10, PT7, 
QT 7, RT 2, ST 5, TT 2. UT 7, VT 2, WT 3, XT 2,
YT 2, ZT 2, DH 8, BB 3, YC 3, EH 3, XB 9, NA 3,
AA 6, EG 3, EE 8, GA 20, GH 1, GB 7, LA 6, MB 6.
NB 5, EC 6, VC 3, SC 3, LG 3, HG 3, SG 4, DC L
EDS, HD 3, RB4, DEI, CA 1.
DIED,
On Saturday night last, (November 28), Chandler W. 
Clark, printer, aged 21 years—formerly of Enox county 
—after a protracted and peculiarly painful illness, com­
mencing in fever of an aggravated type, and terminating 
in gangrene of the face,—which he bore with manly forti­
tude, andjehristian resignation--- Columbus Jour Sentinel.
At Medina, Medina County, Ohio, on Friday the 13th 
inst. Mr. Sherman Brunson, merchant of that place. Mr. 
Brunson had long been a citizen of that county, and bis 
loss will be regretted by the community of which he was a 
respectable member. He died with the hopes of immor­
tality through the atonement of Christ.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Rev. Frederick W. Hatch, of the Diocese of Maryland, 
and the Rev. Charles W. Bradley, of the Diocese of Con­
necticut, have removed by letters of dismission, into this 
Diocese. Mr. Hatch has been chosen Rector of the new­
ly incorporated St. Paul’s Church, Poughkeepsie,Dutchess 
county; and Mr. Bradley, of St. Stephen’s Church, New 
Hartford, Oneida county.— Churchman.
Virginia.—The Rev. Ilordcc Stringfellow has accepted 
an invitation to take charge of the Churches in Frederick 
Parish, Virginia, vacated by the removal of the Rt. Rev. 
William Meade, D. D., to Norfolk.—The Rev. Joseph 
H. Beane, of St. Peter’s Parish, Montgomery county, Ma­
ryland, has been invited to assume the charge of Christ 
Church, Washington City, vacated by the resignation of 
the Rev. Frederick W. Hatch.—At a special ordination, 
held hy the Rt. Rev. Wm. Meade, D. D., in the church 
in Millwood, Frederick Parish, Virginia, on the 18th day 
of October, Richard K. Meade was admitted to the order 
of Deacon.
Binor Ives.—Our readers will share with us the plea­
sure which we have derived from the following extract of 
a letter just received by Bishop Doane, under date of Ge­
neva, September 25, 1855—“I can say nothing I know 
that will give you more pleasure than that I am again com­
paratively well. For two or three weeks in Germany I 
hnd a trying time. My expectations of ever seeing you 
and my dear home and country again, were dwindled to a 
point. But, God be praised! I am now better than I 
have been for four years. To convince you, I must record 
what I have been able to accomplish during the last week.
1 walked 25 miles a day, (18 miles ascending and descend­
ing Mount Blanc,) creeping for miles along mere ledges 
of rock, often jutting over a perpendicular height of from 
3 to 4000 feet, and all without fatigue, vertigo or fear- 
evincing, you will own, a most important change in my 
nervous system! The two gentlemen with me” who are 
in perfect health, have been able to do no more’ and ex­
press their astonishment at the rapidly improved state of 
my health. As 1 have thus fallen upon the right plan, I 
have resolved to pursue it so long as the weather, which is 
now delicious—May, will permit. To-morrow I start for 
a four weeks pedestrian tour through the most interesting 
passes of the Alps.”—Missionary.
Missionary Afflictions in Burmaii.—In'the Baptist 
Register of Friday, is published a letter from Mrs. Howard 
wife of a missionary in Burmah, which gives a discourag-
; pieture of the state of things in that empire at the date 
of her writing, which is Mfty 20th. The Church at Ran­
goon has suffered much persecution. Mr. Howard was la­
boring under a severe attack of billious fever—the Earen 
convert whom the missionaries had engaged to instruct 
them in their language, had just died in their house, of the 
small pox—and their scholars, fourteen in number, mostly 
Karen boys and girls, had been seized and compelled to 
return to their own homes, so that the mission was tempo­
rarily, at least, in a great measure broken up. The Rev. 
Mr. Webb, another of the missionaries, and his wife left 
Rangoon for Maulmeinon the 14th of February, intending 
to be absent about six months. Eight of the converts, 
four men and four boys, had been confined in prison, for 
declaring themselves Christians, after which they were 
sent to their own homes. Ko Sanlone a native convert, 
who had been deputed by the missionaries as a preaching 
assistant, was arrested, imprisoned for twelve days, fined 
three hundred rupees, and finally released with a strict pro­
hibition from preaching, under the penalty of death. Ma­
ny of the converts of Rangoon had fled to the jungle to es­
cape persecution, and great efforts were made by the. gov­
ernor to seize them all. Mrs. Howard says that in conse­
quence of these persecutions,the natives within tlie walls of 
Rangoon would not receive tracts from her husband, but 
those without the walls accepted them eagerly. There was 
no preaching, none of the missionsrics understanding the 
language, and their native assistants and interpreters hav­
ing been obliged to fly or secrete themselves.— Com. Adv.
FROM THE REV. JOHN EVANS, CHINA.
Anglo-Chinese College, Malacca, Feb. 25, 1835.—Your 
letter, addressed to my colleague, Mr. Hughes, dated 
May 27, 1834, arrived in November last; and was immedi­
ately forwarded to me, as Chinese missionary at this station 
and Principal of the College. I had previously received 
a former resolution of the Committee; which had been sent 
out to the Rev. S. Dyer, who immediately forwarded it to 
me at Malacca. The men were busily employed in work­
ing off the 5000 New Testaments which that resolution 
authorized us to print, when the latter one arrived, author­
izing a further edition of another 5000 copies. The whole 
10,000 will, 1 trust, soon be ready, and, I doubt not, soon 
be disposed of. 1 have lately distributed several thou­
sands of tracts, which have prepared the minds of the peo­
ple for the reception of the New Testament, many of 
which have been already distributed; and it is pleasing 
and satisfactory to state that they are received and perused 
ith the greatest avidity and attention. The late perse­
cution of the Christians has impeded a little the progress 
of our proceedings; but I have no doubt such a circum­
stance will be overruled for the general benefit of the Chi­
nese. The people have since become more earnest in their 
solicitations for Christian books; and it is our intention 
at once to put as many copies of the New Testament into 
their hands as we possibly can. During the late persecu­
tion, the native Christians behaved with great constancy 
and firmness; some were beaten; others imprisoned, and 
their goods confiscated ; part made their escape, but were 
obliged to wander about, seeking obscure retreats, desti­
tute of the necessaries of life, and almost of clothing. But
the great Head of the Church interfered speedily for the 
liberation and relief of His persecuted, afflicted children. 
Leang Afa, the Chinese Evangelist, fled to Malacca, to 
take refuge with me. Since his arrival, we have persever­
ed, in spite of every obstacle; and find, in all our move­
ments that our God is with us; that he is a wall of fire 
round about us, shielding us from danger. I trust you 
will forward to me another resolution as early as possible 
authorising me to print an additional supply to the 10,000 
already .gran ted; as 1 feel persuaded long before its arrival 
here we shalljbe quite destitute. TliereseeiUstobeawideand 
effectual door opening in China, so that thousands and mil­
lions of the New Testament will soon be wanted. Indeed 
at the present time we could easily dispose of 50,000, yes 
100,000, if we had them to distribute. It is an evident 
proof that the gross darkness which has so long covered the 
vast Empire of China and the minds of the many millions 
of Chinese in this vast Archipelago is fast being superse­
ded by the glorious light of everlasting truth. Were it 
not so, Satan would not have been stirred up to cause the 
late persecution; but notwithstanding all the armies of 
the aliens, truth shall prevail, and the everlasting Gospel 
will ere long spread through China, in the length of it 
and in the breadth of it: and 1 feel convinced that the 
Lord will carry on his work, till he shall call even the mil­
lions of China to praise him. The harvest truly is great 
but the laborers are few, very few—twelve laborers to 300,- 
000,000 of human beings. Oh! pray the Lord of the har­
vest, that he would send more laborers into bis harvest__
Churchman.
GREECE.
Extract of a letter from the Rev. Mr. Bill dated Athens, July 
'.Vd, 1835.
!‘Wc have heard witli the greatest pleasure of the pros­
pect of a reinforcement to this branch of the Mission early 
in the fall, and I assure you we shall receive our dear 
friends (who are now I hope on their way) with open 
arms.
“With regard to the matter of a house for the Mission 
family, and further accommodation of the female native 
Teachers, which we had begun to build, and respecting 
which I wrote to you to have the Society’s approbation, I 
have only to say, that in this as in almost every thing of 
the greatest importance that we have commenced here, I 
have been obliged to act first and consult the Committee 
afterwards,—not willingly 1 assure you, for no one hut 
myself and my wife knows what I have suffered from so 
great a responsibility, but from sheer necessity. For not 
even the kind approbation which the Committee have hith­
erto given to all my plans will ever embolden me to trv 
new plans presumptuously. In this case, however, there 
could be but one opinion on the spot,and having, very provi­
dentially 1 think, made the acquaintance of Mr. Brace- 
bridge, and obtained from him the loan of the necessary 
funds at a very I6w' interest for six years, 1 could not hesi­
tate about building, when I saw the prospect of being 
driven out of house and home if I did not, or paying $1000 
per annum for a house not half as convenient for my pur 
poses as the one I have just finished, and in which I am 
now writing this letter to you.
“ For the last three months the house which we have left 
(which is now held at $100 per month) was too small for 
us; we had 6 persons in each of our bed-rooms, except the 
oneoccupiedbyMrs.il. and myself. In the arrange­
ments of our new house, we have bad a particular view 
to the comfortable accommodation of another family, as 
well as to that of our circle of proteges. Teachers and 
beneficiaries to the number of 20 can be accommodated. 
The loan is for six years, at 5 per cent interest. In a 
recent communication to the Troy Ladies’ Society, we 
recommended that an arrangement should be made between 
them and our Society for the ultimate purchase of the 
house. Real estate here is rising, and must continue to 
rise in value on aeeouut of the peculiar circumstances of 
this capital, where no houses existed when tlie Govern­
ment came, and to which a great population is continual­
ly flocking. All the houses that have been built almost 
have been built upon borrowed money at frem 12 to 20 
percent, per annum interest.
“We are most happy to observe a growing interest 
throughout the country in the cause of missions in gener­
al. Our own work goes on well. When we closed our 
school for the vacation on the 1 Ith inst., we found that 
750 had entered during the past year, (i. e. from the 1st 
ot September last.) Wc are every day more and more 
convinced ol the necessity of our work, and although we 
have had many trials and difficulties, we find we are sus­
tained by the confidence of the community at large and 
of the Government particularly. Our labours, you may 
rest assured, are not in vain. I have united in marriage 6 
couple, baptized ten infants, and buried 2 Protestants; in 
performing which services I have used as need required, 
the German,Greek and Freneli languages. The last indi­
vidual I buried a week ago. He was an officer of the 
King’s privy household, and a great favorite with the King. 
The funeral ceremonies were very imposing; all the officers 
of the Court attended, headed by the Grand Chamberlain 
I Count de Saporta. The next day I received a letter of 
| thanks from the King. The services I read in French.
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The iast child I baptized was the daughter of a Scotch gen­
tleman, who is married to a Greek lady of birth; the grand 
parents made no objection to the baptism by a Protestant. 
The family were all present; I used the Greek translation 
of our Liturgy, and in compliment to them immersed the 
child, as our Church allows.”—Missionary Record.
Reed and Matheson’s Travels__ We are very glad that
this book seems to be appreciated as it deserves; such 
opinions as those expressed below will go far to neutralize 
its fallacious influence on the other side of the Atlantic— 
We concur entirely iu the following stricture of the Chris­
tian Advocate and Journal.— Churchman.
“ The fact is, that Dr. Reed has furnished, in this nar­
rative, the greatest amount of evidence in proof of his own 
sectarian partiality which can be found in the same com­
pass in any work extant. He has wronged other denomi­
nations, particularly the Methodists; and, instead of those 
enlarged views which indicate a philanthropic disposition, 
he has furnished the most substantial proof of narrow­
minded bigotry and selfish monopoly. Of this we shall 
give full evidence in our review of tlie volumes before us. 
Inthe mean time we may remark that a writer in the Pro­
testant Episcopalian considers the work so full of errors 
that it is beneath his notice ; while many others of differ­
ent denominations, have expressed their dissatisfaction in 
no mincing terms—castigations these most richly merit­
ed.”
The Baptist Bible.—The British and Foreign, and 
the American Bible Societies have refused to aid the Bap­
tists in the circulation of their new translation of the Bible 
into the Burmese language, inasmuch as they have transla­
ted the words baptise, baptism, &c. &c. wherever they oc­
cur, into a word signifying baptism by immersion.
SUMMARY.
Western Quarterly Review__ We learn with pleasure,
that the prospects of the new Quarterly are encouraging. 
The enterprise has tlie best wishes of all, but a few disaf­
fected ; and a number of gentlemen have, without any so­
licitation, placed their names upon the subscription-hooks. 
The talent enlisted for tlie work, is a sufficient guaranty 
that it will he conducted with much ability, and be an hon­
or to the Great Valley.
Josiah Drake, the publisher, announces Ellwood Fisher 
as editor, and the following gentlemen, as. regular contri­
butors:—Timothy Flint, John C. Wright, Professor 
McGuffy, S. P. Chase, T. H. Shreve, Alexander Kin- 
mont, Dr. Drake, Dr. Beecher, T. Walker, Wm. M. 
Corry, Professor Stowe, O. M. Spencer, jr., Dr. Eberle, 
Bellamy Storer, E. Peabody, J. H. Perkins, Wm. D. 
Gallagher, E. D. Mansfield,—and others, chiefly of this 
city and vicinity.— Buckeye.
Harvard University.—It appears by the Annual Cata­
logue recently printed, that the number of Students is as 
follows Undergraduates, Seniors 41, Juniors 46, Sopho­
mores. 66, Freshmen 55, Students not candidates for a de­
gree 2—-210. Grdduaies, Theological Students 22, Law 
Students 52, Students attending Medical Lectures 103, 
Resident Graduates 4—-181.—Total 391.
Library.—The total number of books in the University 
is as follows: Theological Library about 700; Medical do. 
1000; Law do. 3600; Public do. above 36,000. Total, 
above 41,300. There are in the Society Libraries of the 
Students 4500 volumes.
Education__ The City Council, of Charleston, (S. C.)
have hy a unanimous vote, made an appropriation of 2000 
dollars per annum lor the endowment of a Professorship 
in the Charleston College.
Expedition to Liberia.—The brig Independence, Capt. 
Howell, sailed from Philadelphia on Thursday last, 19th 
inst. for Bassa Cove, with the intention of touching at 
Monrovia. She is freighted with various articles of 
merchandise, to supply the wants and necessities of the 
infant Colony founded at that place by the Societies of 
New-York and Pennsylvania, and to enable the Colonial 
Government to make a more extensive purchase of terri­
tory along the coast, and in the interior. The Govern­
ment of the United Slates have also forwarded by her, 
four small guns, fifty muskets, and a competent supply 
of ainnmuition, for the defence ol the Colony. Thomas 
Buchanan, Esq. of Fort Covington, New-York, goes out 
in the Independence as the Commissioner of the two 
Societies, and acting governor of the Colony while he 
remains there. Mr. Buchanan carries out a colored fa­
mily of four persons from Sackett’s Harbour, with fair 
testimonials of Christian character. The man is a far­
mer by profession: and, together with his wife and eldest 
daughter, is a very competent teacher in the Sunday 
School. Mr. B. also carries out a native Krooman, who 
came last spring as a sail or in the Margaret Mercer, and 
since that time has learned to speak and read English.— 
Colonization Herald.
Colonization.—The Yoifng Men’s Colonization Society 
of Pennsylvania have appointed the Rev. Dr. Sereno E. 
Dwight, tlieir General Agent. The appointment is a good 
and efficient one.
It is rumored at the East, that Jno. M’Lean will be nom­
inated for Chief Justice of the United States.
'file Alexandria Gazette says:—“The iron canal boat 
imported fro'm Glasgow, calculated for speed, is now at 
the Alexandria Foundry and will shortly be tried on the 
canal.”
The Branch Bank of tlie United States, at Pittsburgh 
lias been purchased hy the Merchants’ and Manufacturer’s 
Bank in that city, and the whole of the debts, credits, and 
funds of the office, will be transfered thereto.
The Rochester papers are furnishing valuable statistical 
tables of their maufactufcs. From these wc learn that they 
have 21 flouring mills, with 96 runs of stone, now in ope­
ration. 1 iiese mills cost $540,000. They consume dai­
ly 20,000 bushels of wheat, making 5,000 barrels of flour.
1 lie annual value of flour manufactured there amounts to 
three millions of dollars.
At a public meeting in Baltimore on Thursday of last 
week, resolutions were_paSsed favorable to the construction 
of a rail-road from Wheeling and Pittsburg, via Browns­
ville, Pa. to Cumberland on the Potomac, and appointing 
a delegation of 30 members to attend the convention to be 
held on the subject at Brownsville.
Such has been the sudden rise of property in Cumber­
land, in Consequence ot that place being recently decided 
upon as the termination of the Chesapeake andOhioCanal, 
that a gentleman, within a few days, sold 400 acres of 
land there for $180,000.
file U. S. ship Delaware seventy-four is expected very 
shortly from the Mediteranean.
The Rev. Mr. Adams, ot Boston, it is said, has declin­
ed the appointment of Professor in Andover Theological 
Seminary, as successor to Dr. Skinner.
Extensive Destruction--- The Editor of the Tallahassc
Floridian, who lately visited Key West, says the shore is 
strewed with wrecks, and the salvage will amount to near 
$2,000,000. Many lives were lost—several vessels sunk, 
with every squl on board. Among them 13 in the Pedee. 
file same editor imputes most of these disasters to the ab­
sence of lights on the coast, or the existence of such' aS serve 
only as dangerous decoys.
/ron Boat.—Tlie New York Courier and Enquirer says' 
“A Sheet Iron Steam Boat has been placed on the Erie 
Canal, and has succeeded admirably, so far as the experi­
ment has been tried. She is propelled at the rate of 
six miles an hour, without causing any injury to the Ca­
nal.”
The population of Boston is 77,386. In 1830 it was 
61,381. Increase in five years, 16,006, or 26 percent.
Tlie citizens of Buffalo have subscribed $120,000 for 
the purpose of establishing a College in their eity.
The number of travellers on the Boston and Lowell Rail 
Road, is about 500 daily. The distance is 25 miles, and 
the time usually occupied in passing from one place to the 
other is generally hut little more than an hour. One day 
last week the train ran through in 55 minutes, including 
one stop.
Tlie gross receipts of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail 
Road company, for the last year, were $263,468 10. In­
crease over last year, for passengers alone, $57,930 52.
Pennsylvania.—K late at tide in Silliman’s valuable 
Journal, says that in Potter county, Penn, within tlie space 
of five miles, are found the head waters of the Alleghanv 
Susquehanna, and Gennesse rivers the first flowing into 
3d iS“ Lake O„u7i7‘1,e l'”''
Emigration Westward—An Indiana paper of the 31st 
states that no less than 140 families had passed over the 
i utional Road through that State in one day, moving to 
the ‘far West;” and that recently, in one week, between 
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Life to death, and death to sin, 
Glorious era usher in!
Lo! the dav spring from on high 
Greet* the pilgrim’s wishful eye;
On the wings of promise borne. 
Hasten on auspicious morn. ,
Now ye day* of darkness ee- . 
Welcome, blood-bought jubdee, 
Break the fetter* forged by sin— 
Glorious era usher in •
Then no more shall man delight, 
lu the fierce and bloody fight; 
Scorn of men from shore to shore, 
Drunkenness be seen no more— 
Then the ransom’d hand in hand, 
Shall be like an angel band. 
Mercy shall the sufferer know— 
Tears for others’ woe* will flow. 
Life to death, and death to sin, 
Days of glory, euter ill!
Then thy waste, Jerusalem, 
Shall be like a diadeui;
Israel’s scatter’d tribes from far, 
Hail the bright Millennial star; 
Songs of mercy greet their ears, 
God shall wipe away all tears.
* Earth by angel feet he trod, 
One great garden of it* God.’ 
Come, O blest release from sin, 
Days of glory, enter in!
Then the lame shall nimbly leap,
Dumb no longer silence keep,
Barren deserts sweets disclose,
Bud and blossom as the rose.
All shall then see eye to eye,
God shall be exalted high 
Then the song by seraphs given,
Earth shall echo back to heaven.
Lo! the triumph over sin !
Years of glory, usher in!—Aion'a Herald.
JUVENILE.
From the Christian Witness.
SCENES FROM REAL LIFE.
THE SUNDAY SCHOLAR.
A year or two since I was associated with a 
Sunday school in one of our southern cities.— 
Its aspect was very different from that of the 
schools connected with our New England 
Churches. The rosy cheeks and bright eyes 
of this region were wanting, and in their place 
were palo and sallow faces and languid ex­
pressions. There was a want of spirit and ani­
mation throughout—in the teachers and scho­
lars—in the tones of each voice, and the move ­
ments of each body. But still it was a blessed 
place—for it is always blessed to see a group of 
young immortals with the two paths yet before 
them, collected to learn the way that leadeth 
unto life.
During the short period that I was allowed 
to teach in that school, many incidents occur­
red—for in a southern latitude all is change— 
nothing seems to last beyond a season—death 
lingers in the first warm breathings of spring, 
and the pestilent vapours of disease are inhaled 
with the fragrance and balm of the summer eve­
ning.
In my own little band much transpired to in­
terest and move my feelings, besides the grad­
ual advancement ofeach pupil in the knowledge 
that maketh wise to salvation.
There was one sweet blue-eyed boy, whose 
quiet manner and meek, attentive look interest­
ed me from the first. lie seemed to drink in in­
struction like water, and to thirst for more when 
the exercises were over. Whenever he heard 
the story of the Saviour’s death and sufferings, 
or of Ills love for little children, his earnest eye 
would be fixed in breathless attention, till it was 
dimmed with tears. We used to call him our 
little minister, and fondly looked forward to the 
time when he should preach the “unsearchable 
riches of Christ.” But God had a nobler work 
for his son. He took him in the morning and 
spared him the burden and heat of the day. 
The tidings of his death reached me soon after 
I left that part of the country. A friend thus 
wrote me—“ I saw him the day before his death, 
He seemed quite insensible, so much was he 
occupied by his sufferings; once he brightened, 
when I spoke of his Sunday school class.”
There was a little girl among them also—a 
child of the fairest promise. She was always in 
her place in all extremes of weather. One Sun­
day it was intensely cold—a most unusual day 
for a southern winter—she was among the few 
that braved it—but her last lesson was said!
you more presents than any body else in the 
world. Besides, you love people sometimes 
who have never given you any thing, and whom 
That night she was attacked by a fever which none of us have ever seen. Don’t you remem-
in a few days carried her to the grave. She 
died with her little Prayer book under her pil­
low, and the last ray of reason was given to that 
precious volume.
The same fever that had thus thinned my 
numbers, laid low a little hoy belonging to the 
class of a fellow teacher, whose patient labors 
are registered in heaven.
He was the only child of his parents—the 
centre of all their hopes, fears, and anxieties.
He had been attacked with unusual violence, ^ias S'yen yoa food, and clothing, and health, 
and friends, physic, ians, nurses, all but—parents, i ant^ ^r*en(Is; he has watched over you by night 
felt that he must die. an(I hy day, and when you were sick he has
The disease was reaching its crisis, when I made you well; and now, when he comes to you, 
went with a friend to pass the night with the lit- a^er ali thi®» antl says> ‘ My daughter, give me 
tic sufferer. Deep stillness hung around the , thine heart, you say, ‘No, I can’t, I don’t know 
cottage. At an extremity of the low piazza ,low; 1 can love my father and mother, and
sat two medical men in anxious consultation__ brothers and sisters, but I cannot love God,
The tones of their voiecs were low and subdu- w^° gave them all to me.’ ”s  
serious anded, and the expression of each 
doubtful.
The sick chamber was profoundly still. It 
was difficult to recognize in the sunken, burning 
countenance before us, the mild and placid fea­
tures of our little scholar. His eyes rolled 
wildly from side to side, and his mouth was 
blistered with fever. I took his hand, and part­
ing the curls on his hot brow, asked him if lie 
knew me. A loud unmeaning exclamation 
burst from his lips, which told the sad story of 
wandering reason.
Tlw physicians separated, and he to whose 
watchful care the child had been consigned, 
prepared to pass the night by his bed side. The 
father who had anxiously waited the result of 
their con.ultat.oa, called him aside, and asked 
their united opinion.
Dr.----- hesitated—“Tell — •» i • j.he parent—.'I do no. excla,m<'‘1
strength-” l'n °»"
“ We think he cannot survive," said Dr 
tenderly—“To-night, however, is the critical 
period, we have decided upon trying a violent
remedy—I shall remain and watch its effect_
should it be favorable, he may yet be spared to 
you—but the hope is but slender.”
The father bowed his head in submission, and 
summoning in a distant apartment such of his§ mu in'-'** o * • i v * l lfamily as were not engaged with the sick, ne 
commended the child to the arms of his Sa­
viour. His life was asked, but with deep sub­
mission to the divine will—not our will, but 
Thine, was the spirit of the petition.
The still vigils of the night commenced.— 
They were interrupted only by the moans of 
the little sufferer, who after a moment of trou­
bled sleep, would awake in a new sense of his 
distress. His mother had been persuaded to 
leave the room and seek some repose, but again 
and again during the night would she steal to 
the bedside of her child and bend over him her 
tearful eyes to see if there was any change- 
hut he would shrink and cover his face with the 
clothes, as if afraid of her who had so often 
pillowed his infant head.
The night wore away—the first faint light of 
morning found the poor child exhausted with 
suffering. The cold damp of death seemed 
already on his brow, and his very calmness led 
us to fear that all would soon be over. As we 
moistened his lips and smoothed his pillow, he 
turned over and appeared to be settling himself 
to sleep. In a few moments his soft, steady 
breathing fell upon our ears. The physician 
hastened to his side and a ray of hope crossed 
his face. It was a critical hour. One to which 
he had looked forward with fear. Nothing could 
be more favorable than this quiet slumber, the 
first he had enjoyed since his attack.
The father came in at this moment. His ex­
pression of anxiety had given place to one of 
tranquil acquiescence. On hearing the opin­
ion of Dr.------cn the preceding evening, he
had surrendered his child to God, and in the 
fullness of his faith had been enabled to “bless 
the giver and the taker too.”
“Your care and nursing may yet be reward­
ed," whispered Dr.------.
“ Give God alone the praise,”—exclaimed 
the grateful parent.
We all stood around the bed, watching that 
long sleep.—We stood in prayer, waiting the 
Lord’s decision.
After an hour or more the child opened his 
eyes. One glance told the mother that her 
prayers were answered. Those eyes rested in 
fond intelligence upon her. He looked around 
upon the group and then faintly asked,— Where 
is my Sunday teacher? The first thought that 
reason guided, rested on his Sunday school. 
What a testimony to the faithfulness and effica­
cy of his instructions he had received ! It was 
enough to encourage that teacher to persevere
in his efforts to the end of life, for it seemed 
like a voice from the other world attesting to the 
value of Sunday school labors.
S. F. C.
“MY SON, GIVE ME TIIINE HEART.”
“ Pa,” said Maria suddenly, one day alter she 
had been thinking for some time, “ Pa, what 
does heart mean ? When you talk about my 
heart, I can’t think of any thing but those gin­
gerbread hearts that we eat.”
“ You know, dear, that your heart is not any 
thing which you can see.”
“ O yes, pa, I know that, I know my heart is 
not like those, but 1 want to know what it is 
like.”
“ You know there is something within you, 
which loves and hates; this something is your 
heart. So when God says, Give me your heart,’ 
he means, ‘ Love me.’”
“ Pa, it seems as if I wanted to love God, but 
I don’t know how.-’
“You know how to love me, don’t you ?’’
“ O yes, papa.”
“ But J never told you how to love me.”
“ (), but that is very different.”
“Different—how ?”
“Why, papa, I see you, and know all about 
you, and you love me.”
“ Do you love nobody that you have never 
seen, Maria ?”
“ I don’t know, papa; yes, to be sure, I love 
grand papa, and uncle George, and aunt Caro­
line. But then I have heard you talk about them 
papa, and I know that love them, and they 
have sent me presents.’
“ So I have talked to you about God, ancf 
you know that I love Him, and he has made
her little Henry and his bearer?
“ Yes, papa, I love Ilenrv, I am sure.”
“ You see then it is possible to love the char­
acters of people whom you have never seen.— 
Now, the character of God is infinitely lovely; 
He deserves to be loved more than all other be- 
ingstogether: andifyou lovethose whohavebeen 
kind to you, only think what God has done for 
you. He gave you parents to take care of you 
when you could not take care of yourself! he
O, papa, I will, I do love him,,’ replied Ma 
ria, with fervor.
“ Perhaps you think so now, Maria.”
“ O, I shall always love him, I know I shall ’ 
Her father smiled.
. “ Papa, you cannot see into my heart—how
do you know that I do not love God ?”
“Suppose you should come to me everyday 
and RflV. « I L'l r r,or.o b-... T 1-______ , Jsay, ‘ Dear papa, how I love you, and then 
right away and disobey me—could I believeii ?”you
“ No, papa.”
Well, dear, how can I believe that you love 
God, when I see you every day doing those 
things which he forbids?”
Maria could not reply to this, and so the con­
versation closed. She was obliged to confess 
to herself that her father had spoken the truth, 
but still she thought it no evidence that she did 
not love God. “ I never thought,” said she to 
herself, “ that when I am cross to George, or 
any thing like that, I was sinning against God; 
at least, it never seemed as if lie minded any 
thing about it; and I did not thing about His 
being so good cither; but now I remember it, 
shall never do so again, and then pa will see
that I lo,e Cod."_A.,to/I Daughter.
GAMBIER OB
never do mischief.
a very fine looking and intelligent youth,
natd H-ry redded {or a^Hne^iine^
Xf ewhoPUiodged in the same house, united 
w'th the servant boy in the following stratagem 
to frighten him. One night when the o
the house was absent, the servan - oy i 
self under Henry’s bed, and remained there till 
midnight, when, as previously agreed on, thre 
raps given at the chamber-door, it suddenly 
opened,and in stalked theschool-boy, dressed in 
a white sheet, with his face frightfully disguis­
ed, and bearing a lighted candle in his hand, 
and at the same moment, the servant-hoy heav­
ed up the bed in which Henry was lying with
his back. .
Now mark what followed. Henry did no
rise as usual in the morning, and when some o 
the family went to call him, he could only ans­
wer by incoherent cries—his reason was gone 
—he was an idiot! In the course of the first 
year after this, reason appeared in a small de­
gree to return; thus what has been related be­
came partly known, and other particulars were 
disclosed by the confession of the servant-boy; 
hut it again retired, and though he is perfectly 
harmless and gentle, his state has for many years 
been one of idiocy. Seldom does he betray any 
violent emotions, except occasionally about 
midnight, when, full of indescribable terror, he 
exclaims, “Oh, they are coming! They are 
coming !”—Praise and Blame.
POLITENESS.
IIow few little children think it worth while to 
be polite to their playmates and friends. By po­
liteness, I do not mean a great deal of unneces­
sary bowing and courtesying, but that delicate 
attention to the comfort of those around us that 
springs from a kind, generous heart. How ma­
ny little children enter a room without noticing 
respectfully those who are older than them­
selves. I have seen them come in of a cold 
winter day, and draw their little chairs up be­
fore the fire in such a way that those who were 
sitting back could not feel the warmth of it all; 
and this without the least apology for such a 
breach of politeness. Then perhaps they inter­
rupt those in the room who are engaged in con­
versation, by asking some foolish question, in­
stead of waiting till an opportunity was given 
them to speak. Then they are impolite to their 
little playmates, their sisters, if they have any, 
instead of assisting them, when their help is re­
ally neded, they leave them to help themselves. 
How many little boys think it beneath them to 
be kind and polite to a sister.
i hnvo »eer, rew who have thought dif­
ferently. 1 recollect last winter I used to meet 
a fine manly lad, drawing his sister to school on 
his sled. Her little rosy cheeks and sparkling 
eyes bore testimony that his politeness was not 
thrown away upon her. She would pat his cheek 
with her little soft hand and call him her “ kind 
brother.” He would frequently meet boys of 
his acquaintance who would urge him to leave 
his sister and go with them to coast on the com­
mon. His answer always was, “Yes, when I 
have carried little Emily to school.” Do you 
think that boy was not a good son, a good bro­
ther? 1 never saw him impatient when he was 
walking with his little sister, because her little 
feet could not “keep up” with his. He did’nt 
give her a sly twitch as some little boys do, or 
frighten her with stories of “ old men,” or “ beg 
gars,” till she was afraid of her shadow. No ; 
he was always polite to her, and do you think 
he will forget to be polite as he grows older? 
No; for it will become a habit, with him, and 
the little attentions which cost him nothing, and 
are so gratifying to those who receive them, 
will gain him many a friend. Think of this when 
you are tempted to be rude or selfish or unkind 
to those about you, and remember that you lose 
nothing by being polite. But a stronger motive 
than that should influence us, we shold do un­
to others as ye would that they should do unto 
us.” Who is it that has said, “ Be ye kind one 
toward another?”—Youth's Companion.
From the Christian Watchman.
‘HE FEEDETH THE YOUNG RAVENS THAT 
CRY.”
The new-fledged ravens leave the nest,
And with a clamorous cry,
Uncertain wing and ruffled breast,
In broken circles fly.
Abandon’d by a parent’s care, 
They famish’d, press the sod,
And in the wildness of despair 
Demand their meat of God.
By him who feeds the ravenous bird 
And guards the sparrow’s lot,
Shall our petitions be unheard?
Our sorrowing sighs forgot?
Consider how the lilies grow, 
The young birds safely rove,
Nor fear, in every time of wo, 
To trust jour Maker’s love.
TEMPERANCE
THE PROPER COURSE.
We have no expectation of producing a mor­
al reform, except by the use of moral means; 
and the means by which we expect to promote 
temperance, are those which God himself has 
sanctified and employed. We disseminate truth, 
informing the public mind respecting the pro­
perties of distilled spirit;—useless to persons in 
health, tempting, noxious. We employ, for pro­
moting temperance, those motives which the 
gospel warrants; we illustrate hy practice what 
we teach by precept; and to the whole system 
of reformation we give strength, and extend­
ed efficacy, and permanence, by union. In the 
language of a brother Advocate, whose senti­
ments on this subject exactly coincide with our 
own,—“ We show distilled spirit to be wholly 
useless to men in health, and we leave men in 
lealth to settle the question with their own 
consciences, whether they can reconcile with 
propriety their giving countenance to the cus­
tomary use of a most dangerous and destruc­
tive yet useless drug, and for no other purpose 
an t e gratification of appetite; putting them-
*e ves, their dependents, their children, in the 
power o a most deceitful enemy, who, with 
very many Gt professions, is destroying thou­
sands who fondly believed him, and whose pa- 
ents husl,a„(ls, 5r„t,,ers
he same destroyer We proved' distilled spir. 
it to have done in times x , • 1-mrl i ues PasL he doing now,
bevond f° ’nt'me to come, evil»S?h.? L T"’ «realer lh“" all "'a good 
whtch they who love ,t best ever imagined it to
have done ; and we press home the question p 
on every conscientious man —Is he preparea
to look back, and around, and away forward in­
to futurity and eternity, on the history ofd s 
tilled spirit, and its fruits; and after all, bid it 
God speed? We have hundreds of witnesses 
at our call to prove that distilled spirit is,- in Us own nature,injurious to the human consti­
tution: decidedly injurious to men in health, 
even in those very cases in which it has been 
supposed to be beneficial; calculated to pre­
dispose the body to disease, and to prevent the 
cure of disease,—to prey on health -to short­
en life : in one word, that it is POISON; and on 
such testimony, corroborated by facts without 
number, we propose to found many appeals to 
parents, to masters, to magistrates, to all pos­
sessed of authority or influence, in high or low 
stations,-to renounce forever the use of t ns 
pernicious liquor, and as they value their 
health and life, the health and life of those de­
pendent on them, or influenced by their exam­
ple the good of the community the eternal 
welfare of immortal souls, and the glory of God, 
to unite hand and heart in the glorious enter­
prise of banishing from our land that tell, fata 
curse, which has made it a land of poverty and 
blood; which has filled our poor-houses, our 
hospitals, lunatic asylums, female penitentiaries, 
and gaols; which has filled our church-yards, 
peopling onr country with widows and orphans ; 
and which is training up each year a wretched, 
deluded throng, to occupy the place and inher­
it the misery, and infamy, and utter desolation 
of those who have gone to stand before the 
judirmentseat of Him who has said,—‘Drunk­
ards shall not inherit the Kingdom of God.’ ”— 
Temperance Advocate.
PARABLE.
Now a thing was secretly brought to me, and 
mine ear received a little thereof. Will you al­
low yours to receive it, reader?
A certain man went down from Sobriety to 
Intemperance, and fell among retailers; who 
by means of strong drink stripped him of his 
money, and property, and character, and health 
and half his days, more or less, and departed, 
leaving him, as it were half dead. And hy 
chance there came down a certain Anti-temper­
ance man that way, and when he saw him he 
passed by on the other side. And likewise a 
Moderate drinker came where he was,and look­
ed on him and passed by on the other side. But 
a certain temperance man as he journeyed, came 
where he was,and when he saw him he had com­
passion upon him and went to him an wept 
over him, and he besought Inm with tears to 
abandon the practice that had brought so much 
distress and wretchedness upon him. And he 
took him and set him upon his own beast, (the 
name of that beast is Total Abstinence,) and 
he carried him to his family and took care of 
him. And on the morrow lie offered up two 
prayers for him and departed. Which now of 
all these, thinkest thou, was a neighbor unto 
him that fell among retailers? Here is a hard 
drinking, moderate-drinking, retailing, anti­
temperance, and temperance man. Which think 
you the most preferable? May God enable 
you to make a wise choice.—Christian Index.
MISC E T, G A N Y.
The Head and the Heels—If the comparative com­
pensation awarded to efforts of the head, and those ot the 
heels were allowed to determine their relative value, the 
world would soon be for reversing the poles, and setting all 
mankind heels upwards.
Let us cite a few examples: A Judge of the Supreme 
Court of New York, who may decide upon millions of 
property, and upon the life and liberty, of every citizen, is 
deemed to be well paid by this great State, with a salary 
of twenty-five hundred dollars per annum. A Professor 
of a College, whose education must cost much in money 
and in time, and whose faculties are constantly on the 
stretch, rarely receives two thousand dollars—while a dan­
cing girl, Mademoiselle Celeste, is paid an amount we 
could hardly credit, but for the public statement of the fact 
in the annexed paragraph:
The following statement of the cash received bj’ her in 
different cities since her arrival in this country (just one 
year ago) will show that her success has been truly aston­
ishing. New York $22,300; Boston $13,500; Philadel­
phia $8,500; Baltimore $3,500; Montreal $1,000; Que­
bec $800; Albany $130—Total, $50,000. In a few days 
she will proceed to New Orleans, and Mobile, where she 
will receive $9,000 for six weeks performance.—N. York 
American.
Improvements in Saw Mills.—There has been put in­
to operation, in Camden, (N. J.) a machine for sawing 
boards, which is called “Hardy & Rich’s Self Setting Mill 
Dogs.” The advantages claimed for this machine over 
any other board timber sawing apparatus, are,—First a di­
minution of manual labor, one man being sufficient to tend 
the largest operations of sawing. Secondly—Much great­
er rapidity of work, an immense saving being made in fix­
ing the saw, and in other parts of the operation. Thirdly 
A saving in the boards, as there is no stub short left, the 
saw cutting the log from one end to the other. Fourthly— 
Exactness and uniformity in the thickness of the boards, 
as the saw is set to the log by machinery, and consequently 
all boerds intended to be of any one thickness, will exactly 
correspond. The machinery is remarkably' simple, and can 
be adapted without trouble to any saw mill now in opera­
tion, and is not costly. We consider the improvement as 
one of great importance, and recommend to those directly 
concerned in the business, to examine and judge for them 
selves—U. S. Gazette.
Maternal Tenderness.—A sparrow, which had built 
her nest on the thatch toof of a house, was observed to 
continue her visits long after the time when the young birds 
bad taken their flight. This unusual circumstance, con­
tinued throughout the year; and in the wintei, a gentle­
man who had all along observed her, determined on inves­
tigating the cause. He thciefore mounted a ladder, and 
found one of the young ones detained a prisoner by means 
of the worsted, which formed a part of the nest, having be­
come accidentally twisted round its leg. Being thus inca­
pacitated from procuring its own subsistence, it had been 
fed and sustained by the continued exertions of its mother. 
If this be more than instinct, what is reason?—Raleiah 
Star.
Living.—We find the following articles in Wal- 
die’s Port Folio, of the 10th of October
“ We have heard a great deal about “cheap living,” but 
nothing superiour to this, which we extract from a° paper 
entitled “Rough Sketches of Malta,” in the “United Seri 
vice Journal,” for the present month:—
_ “A family wishing to have a comfortable lodging in the 
vicinity’ of the town, may easily have a whole country seat 
with a fine garden, no more than two or three miles distant 
from the city of Malta, for eight or ten pounds a year, ($38 
to $43. A good man servant is commonly to be had^for 
twenty-one shillings ($5) per month, without any other 
charge for sustenance; an excellent female servant will cost 
only seven shillings, ($1 68) with the trifling charge of 
her dinner. Nine or ten pence (18 or 20 cents) per dav 
is the whole expense of a horse, and good hackney chariots 
are to let at the rate of a half crown (60 cents) per day 
The following would be about the cost of the same thin-rs 
near Philadelphia. “
A Country seal, $200 to 500, per annum.
Man servant $8 to 12, per month, and found 
Woman servant, $5 to 6, per month, and found 
Expense of a horse, $1 to 2 per day.
Hacks with two horses $5 per day.— pMad Gat,
The United States.—The possible destiny of the Unit, 
ed States of America, as a nation of a hundred rail. 
Hons of freemen stretching from the Atlanfc to the Pa. 
Sc_-living under the laws of Alfred and speakn.g lhe 
„a<re of Shakespeare and Milton—is an august conch,, 
tion Whv should we not wish to see it realised? Ainer. 
ica would then be England viewed through a solar TOi. 
croscope; Great Britain in a state of glorious magnify, 
.ion' How deep!v to he lamented is me spirit of |,Us[j|k 
Land sneering, which some of the books of travels l,ave 
shown in treating of the Americans. I hey hate us, „o 
doubt, just as brothers hate; but they respect the opinion 
of-in Englishman concerning themselves, ten times as much 
as that of a native of any other country on earth. A very 
little humoring of their prejudices, and some courtesy „f 
language and demeanor on the part of Englishmen, would 
work wonders, even as it is, with the public mind of the 
Atnericans., -COLEIUDGE.
VOL.
Anecdote of Wilberforce.—A friend told me that he 
found him once in the greatest agitation; looking forades. 
patch which he had mislaid—one of the Royal Family was 
waiting for it—he had delayed the search till the last mo- 
ment—he seemed at last quite vexed and flurried. At this 
unlucky instant, a disturbance in the nursery overhead oc­
curred. My friend who was with him said to himself— 
“ Now, for once Wilberforce’s temper will give way.” He 
had hardly thought thus, when Wilberforce turned to him 
and said, “ What a blessing it is to have these dear children, 
only think what a relief, amidst othev hurries, to hear their 











Origin of the Word “Foolscap’ Paper.—It is well 
known that Charles I., of England, granted numerous 
monopolies for the support of his government. Among 
others was the privilege of manufacturing paper. The wa­
ter mark of the finest sort was the royal arms of England. 
The consumption of this article was great, at this time, and 
large fortunes were made by those who had purchased the 
exclusive right to make and vend it. This among other 
monopolies, was set aside by the Parliament that brought 
Charles to the scaffold, and by way of showing their con­
tempt for the King, they ordered the royal arms to betak­
en from the paper, and a fool, with his cap and bells, to he 
substituted. It is now more than a hundred and seventy- 
five years since the fool’s cap and bells were taken from 
the paper, but still, paper of the size which the Rump Par- 
liament ordered for their journals, bears the name of the 




















Looking Glasses__ These are indispensible in barber's
shops; they are also being introduced into hat shops, clothes 
shops, &c., by means of which people may ref e.:t upon them­
selves. As dram stores are places of reflection, and as the 
keepers of them doubtless are anxious that their customers 
should know how well they look, it is suggested that a full 
length looking glass should be introduced into each of these 
establishments. ■
Dr. Kennicott and De Rossi collated their Hebrew 
Manuscripts as follows; they taught an ignorant boy the 
Hebrew Alphabet, and nothing more of the language; 
and hy his naming letter by letter they went through their 
numerous collation. The boy could not miscall a word, 
for he knew not the sound, but only the letters of which the 
word was composed. The plan was very laborious—but iv 
was a safe one, and in such a cause the labor had its full re­
ward, and after generations enjoy the benefit of their in­
dustry.— Christian Observer.
Prepared Food for Cattle__ Many experiments, ac­
curately made in this country and in Europe, lead to the 
following con cl usi on s:—
1. That a great saving, some say one half or more, is ef­
fected by cutting the dry fodder for horses and neat cattle, 
and feeding it with their provender or grain, in two or three 
daily messes, in mangers. Not that the food is thereby en­
hanced in its inherent properties, but given in this way it 
all tells—is all consumed, all digested, all converted into 
nutriment. There is comparatively none wasted, or voided 
without having benefited. In racks, yards,and in open fields 
at stacks, it is well known that much is lost, from the dif­
ficulty of masticating uncut hay, straw and stalks, and 
fiom its being trodden under the feet of animals and spoilt. 
Much labor is oesides saved to the animal, as cut f00j re. 
quires less mastication, and the animal enjoys a Jomr r m 
rind of rest. igtrpe.
2. That grain and pulse, as cattle food, is enhanced in 
value by being ground or bruised before it is fed out, so 
much /is to warrant the expense of sending it to mill, ami 
the deduction of toll. Indian corn, oats, rye, and other 
grain, given to farm animals in a dry, unbroken state, it 
must have been observed by every one, particularly when 
the animal is high fed, are often voided in a half or wholly 
undigested state, and are virtually lost. This does not hap­
pen when the grain has been ground.
3. That although roots, as ruta baga, mangel wiirtzel 
and potatoes, are improved as fattening materials for neat 
cattle, by cooking, the advantages hardly counterbalance 
the extra expense of labor and fuel.
4. That for working horses, cooking the roots wc have 
enumerated, and feeding them with cut hay and straw, is 
of manifest advantage; and that thus fed they supersede the 
necessity of grain.
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Family Pride.—The English family of Vere, ewc\s o! 
Oxford, pretended to deduce its pedigree from the Roman 
Emperor Lucius Verus. Philip Dormer Stanhope, carl j 
of Chesterfield, placed among the portrasts of his ancestor! 
two old beads, inscribed -Tr/uni de Stanhope, and Evt del 
Stanhope. The French family of the Duke de Levis| 
have apicture in their chatteau, in which Noah is represen­
ted as going into the ark, carrying under his arm a small I 
trunk, on which is written, “ Papers belonging to ZAeZewsI 
family.''
_ Highest Mountain in the Unieed Itates__ The loft-,
lest peak of the Black Mountain in North Carolinais sil 
thousand seyen hundred and forty six feet ahoie the level 
of the sea. Mount Washington, in New Hampslfiveju- 
therto called the highest mountain is only six thousand two| 
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